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To encourage proper employee scheduling for managing crew load, restaurants have a need 
for accurate sales forecasting. We predict partitions of sales days, so each day is broken up into 
three sales periods: 10:00 AM-1:59 PM, 2:00 PM-5:59 PM, and 6:00 PM-10:00 PM. This study 
focuses on the middle timeslot, where sales forecasts should extend for one week. We gather three 
years of sales between 2016-2019 from a local restaurant to generate a new dataset for researching 
sales forecasting methods.  
Outlined are methodologies used when going from raw data to a workable dataset. We test 
many machine learning models on the dataset, including recurrent neural network models. The test 
domain is extended by considering methods, which remove trend and seasonality. The best model 
for one-day forecasting regression is ridge regression with an MAE of 214, and the best for one-
week forecasting is the temporal fusion transformer with an MAE of  216. 
 
KEY WORDS 
Machine learning algorithms, regression, recurrent neural networks, transformers, forecasting, 
restaurant sales prediction, time series analysis, multi-horizon forecasting.
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
The Restaurant Problem 
 
1.1 Thesis Overview 
 Small and medium-sized restaurants often have trouble forecasting sales due to a lack of 
data or funds for data analysis. The motivation for forecasting sales is that every restaurant has 
time-sensitive tasks which need to be completed. For example, a local restaurant wants to make 
sales predictions on any given day to schedule employees on proper shifts. The idea is that a proper 
sales prediction will allow the restaurant to be more cost-effective with employee scheduling. If a 
low sales day is expected, it may be possible to cut an extra employee from the schedule for that 
day or vice versa where a restaurant may be understaffed. Both situations are undesirable and cause 
inefficiencies within the business. While it is up to management to know how many employees 
are needed on a busy, slow or, average day, accurate predictions will inform the team of what to 
expect. Traditionally, this forecasting task is done intuitively by whoever is creating the schedule, 
and sales averages commonly aid in the prediction. Managers do not necessarily need to know the 
minute-to-minute sales amounts to schedule employees properly. As such, we focus on finding 
partitions of times that employees are working, such as dayshift and nightshift. Also, no restaurant 
schedules employees one day at a time, so the bare minimum predictions need to be made one-
week into the future to be useful in the real world. An ideal model will capture fine details in the 






 To find which techniques will perform the best on a real-world and medium-sized dataset, 
we survey many algorithms and neural networks. This work's partial goal is to survey many 
methods to select the very best for one restaurant. Included are recurrent neural network models 
such as LSTMs and GRUs. The state-of-the-art temporal fusion transformer model is discussed 
then tested as well. These recurrent models are often used in language processing, where there are 
very clear patterns that the models may grasp onto. We increase the scope of time series problems 
by using these models and others for the regression forecasting task.  
 
1.2 Contribution of the Thesis 
 In the thesis, we propose a new dataset to study forecasting techniques. The real-world 
dataset has been processed down and defined such that there is some suitable groundwork for 
further studies. An extensive survey of models is compiled and compared together with a clear 
methodology for reproduction and extension. Methods of partitioning, feature selection, and 
differencing are studied uniquely for this data but also are listed as general techniques to follow 
for other similar problems or datasets in Chapter 3. Test suites in Chapters 4-7 have been generated 
and are ready for augmentation and further testing. These chapters' results add to the immense 
landscape of forecasting methodologies tested over the past 100 years. Suggestions for the best 






1.3 Thesis Organization 
 This thesis is broken up into eight distinct chapters, including the current introduction 
chapter, where contributions are identified and the book structure is defined. We follow with a 
literature review in Chapter 2, where we discuss the current landscape of forecasting sales 
problems focusing on how recurrent neural networks and transformer models have been 
performing in the area. In Chapter 3, we discuss the unique problem of dealing with specific 
restaurant data collected over the course of about four years. Data collection, partitioning, and 
feature extraction are all discussed in detail. We identify three separate datasets in Chapter 3 to 
find which works the best for each of our surveyed models. Final preprocessing steps are outlined 
at the end of the chapter to ready a definitive testing set. In Chapter 4, we officially define the 
testing dataset and metrics used to calculate performance. Justification is given for the premise of 
a “good” prediction. We define baselines on the testing dataset to directly compare each model 
and determine how well they perform. Changes necessary to complete one-week forecasting are 
documented. Chapters 5, 6, and 7 all similar in that we define a family of models to be studied, 
complete a preliminary feature test, and complete a final analysis. Chapter 5 surveys 19 different 
models for one-day and one-week forecasting over each of the three defined datasets. We trim 
poor-performing models to discuss the best for each dataset. Chapter 6 focuses on training deep 
recurrent neural network models with a slightly adjusted training pipeline. Finally, in Chapter 7, 
we focus on a state-of-the-art temporal fusion transformer model. The model is sufficiently robust 
and makes changes in the way the data is parsed in training and testing time with interesting enough 
changes to warrant an entire chapter. In the final chapter, Chapter 8, we compile all test results 
together for easy direct comparisons. Suggestions for the best methods are given, and conclusions 





Chapter 2: Literature Review 
 
 In this chapter, we conduct a literature review on the large-spanning topic of time-series 
forecasting. First, we take an introductory look into the history of statistical time-series analysis. 
Following, we identify some current trends and popular areas of study within the current computer 
science ecosystem.   
 
2.1 The History of Time Series Forecasting 
 Time series analysis has been ongoing for hundreds of years, spanning all manner of topics 
such as medicine, weather, economics, and astronomy [1]. One of the early examples of analysis 
in data trends was John Graunt, who, in 1662, released a work, which analyzed the death rates in 
London since the 1500s [1]. Time series analysis did not stick around due to difficulties in record 
keeping, and we did not see widespread use of time-series until the early 1900s. At the turn of the 
century, technology was advancing, and people were beginning to measure and catalog data over 
time carefully. By the late 1950s, economists were considering trend and seasonality as important 
ideas to understand the business cycle [2]. Up to the 1960s, the only statistical methods being 
employed in the industry were linear regression on time and a fitting on constant seasonal patterns 
[3]. It was not until 1970 when authors George Box and Gwilym Jenkins released a new method 
of forecasting in a statistics textbook titled Time Series Analysis: Forecasting and Control. This 
Box-Jenkins method provided a systematic approach to forecasting, and the model implemented 
the autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) model. This model proved to be a strong 





is largely influential today [3]. From the initial success of the ARIMA model, time series 
forecasting became a popular research topic, although early researchers disagreed on the best ways 
to consider the domain in these problems [5]. Although the ARIMA model started mainstream 
analysis of time series, research has since shown that it is a powerful tool in the toolbelt rather than 
a one-size-fits-all approach [3][4]. Through the 1980s and 1990s, contributions to the ARIMA 
model design continued giving SARIMA and MARIMA, as well as contributions to methodology, 
theory [5], and hardware [1]. Advancements outside of the field of time series such as neural 
networks [3] and the acquisition of large datasets [1] continued improvements problem domain 
and began to bring time series problems to the modern era.  
 
2.2 Current Time Series Trends 
 In the modern landscape, neural networks and other machine learning methods have been 
suggested as powerful alternatives to traditional statistical analysis [6][7][8][9][10]. There are 
hundreds [11] of new methods and models being surveyed and tested, many of which are deep 
learning neural networks, and progress is being seen in image classification, language processing, 
and reinforcement learning [6]. Even convolutional neural networks have been shown to give 
results better than some of the ARIMA models [7]. Critics have stated that many of these studies 
are not forecasting long enough into the future, nor do they compare enough to old statistical 
models instead of trendy machine learning algorithms. Following, machine learning techniques 
can take a long time to train and tend to be ‘black boxes’ of information [11]. Although some 
skepticism has been seen towards neural network methods, the advent of recurrent networks began 





considering the now popular LSTM model, we see improvements when comparing to ARIMA 
models [9][10], although the works do not compare the results with a larger subset of machine 
learning methods. Researchers have recently begun to tackle improving the accuracy of deep 
learning forecasts over larger multi-horizon windows and are also beginning to incorporate hybrid 
deep learning-ARMIA models [6]. The result is a new TFT model which implements transformer 
layers for short-term dependencies and special self-attention layers to capture the long-range 
dependencies [8].  
 
2.3 Restaurant Time Series Analysis 
 We consider retail sales numbers in this work and restaurant sales, specifically, as a 
subsection of the time series problem domain. Empirical evidence by interviewing retail managers 
has pointed to the most important forecasted criteria to be guest counts and sales dollars and that 
these should be forecasted with high accuracy [12]. Restaurants tend to conduct these types of 
predictions in one of three ways: (1) through a manager’s good judgment, (2) through economic 
modeling, or (3) through time series analysis [13]. Through a similar restaurant literature review 
on several models/restaurants [14], the way the data is prepared will highly influence the method 
used. Good results can be found using many statistical models, machine learning models, or deep 
learning models, but they all have some type of drawback [14]. The popular ‘No Free Lunch’ 
theorem is expected behavior, and no one solution will work for every problem. A qualitative study 
was conducted in 2008 on seven well-established restaurant chains. The restaurants had between 
23 and 654 restaurants and did between $75 million and $2 billion in sales. Most of the companies 





used ARIMA or neural networks [15]. ARIMA models seemingly have fallen out of favor for 
modeling complex time series problems providing a good basis for this work to verify if neural 
network research has improved enough to make them relevant in the restaurant forecasting 
environment. While there has been much research using the old Box-Jenkins method [13][16] for 
restaurant analysis, we aim to attempt to broaden the research by studying a wide array of machine 





Chapter 3: The Data and Methodology 
 
 In this chapter, we discuss our data and the preprocessing that is needed to begin modeling. 
The data comes, in raw form, straight from the point of sale (POS) system and must go through 
extensive preprocessing. Due to the ‘real world’ nature of the data, there will be additional 
challenges to consider, such as missing data or feature generation.  In the following chapter, we 
give detail and justify all steps to finalize a good working dataset. We begin with the raw dataset, 
consider preprocessing steps, discuss noise, feature extraction, and the final iteration of the dataset 
before branching into testing suites.  
 
3.1 Raw Data 
 The raw data was collected in three chunks ranging from 9/8/2016-12/31/2016, 1/1/2017-
12/31/2017, and 3/1/2018-12/5/2019. The POS system catalogs a wide array of information 
including the time, items sold, gross sales, location, customer name, payment information, and so 
on. While there is plenty of interesting information to mine from the raw data, we have narrowed 
down our interest to just the gross sales, date, and time. For each data dump, we extract the three 
previously mentioned features. The time is recorded down to the second, so every item sold within 
an hour is easily aggregated together. Likewise, it is a simple task to group all hours of sales from 
a single day from 10:00 AM to 10:59 PM. Thus, by this stage, we have processed each day of 
gross sales into an instance of twelve hours and date. We may then consider how partitions of 





3.2 Partitioning of Data 
 At this point, a decision must be made about the best way to proceed. It has been discussed 
previously that to be a useful prediction, and we must consider more than the total sales for the 
entire day. The obvious idea might be to predict an entire day hour-by-hour, although this may 
prove to be a difficult problem. This is true, especially when making these predictions for an entire 
week which is our further goal. The degree of detail does not necessarily need to be so exact when 
considering our problem's specifications. As a novel approach, we will aggregate and partition our 
data first into partitions of some length. Then, for each partition, we may train a unique model. By 
doing so, we may more easily find sales patterns that only exist in certain parts of the day. 
 Since our goal is to predict well enough to prevent over staffing and understaffing, it would 
be acceptable first to consider when shift change occurs. Employees work in two main shifts, a 
morning and night shift. The morning crew opens the store and works until around 3:00 PM when 
the shift change occurs. When reviewing Figure 3.1 below, we see that 3:00 PM is a slow period, 
making some sense to partition at that time. Following this process, we could have two partitions. 
The second idea for partitioning is to make three cuts where we segment peak busyness from the 
shift change. Consider splitting from 10:00 AM to 1:59 PM, 2:00 PM to 5:59 PM, and 6:00 PM to 
10:59 PM.  After creating the partitions for both cases, we consider which method most closely 
relates to our real-world shape. Figures 3.2 displays average hourly sales with two partition bins, 






Figure 3.1- Average Hourly Sales Over the Entire Dataset. The restaurant is open from 10:00 AM 
– 10:59 PM, and we show the average sales in dollars for each hour using the entire dataset. The 
shape of the dataset is marked with two peak rush periods and one slow period, which we partition 
around. 
                     









































 While 2-bin partitioning would likely work well, it would not provide enough of the data's 
natural shape to be interesting. There is little doubt that we could provide accurate models of 
prediction for the 2-bin partition, but we lack the nuanced shape that a 3-day partition provides. 
As such, we turn our attention entirely to the idea that a 3-day partition is the best compromise to 
use multiple prediction models without forecasting an entire day. It is worth mentioning that future 
chapters will only focus on one of these three partitions, from 2:00 PM to 5:59 PM, with the idea 
that if some process exists to provide accurate predictions on one partition, the same process may 
be used to find good solvers for other partitions with only a change in hyperparameters.   
 
3.3 Missing Data and Noise 
 In consequence of using real-world data, there does exist some amount of missing data in 
two sections. The first is a large gap from 12/31/2017 to 3/1/2018, so we are missing the months 
of January and February, exactly 58 days. The second gap only consists of 5 missing days from 
5/31/2019 to 6/5/2019. In total, this is 63 days of missing data, and we do not have a continuous 
dataset. This issue is not so pressing because our data's intrinsic seasonality is weekly instead of 
monthly or yearly. Losing a few data points should not cause too much confusion if the issue is 
addressed correctly, as seen in similar multivariant time series problems [17], although care is 
needed. As mentioned, the most natural way of considering our seasonality is week by week. 






Figure 3.4 – Weekly Format (Blue) Vs. Format W/ Missing Day (Red). Missing days cause a 
transformation in the weekly Sunday-Saturday which can introduce error by confusing weekdays.  
  
 Consider an example where one week a Monday is removed from the lineup. Then, each 
proceeding day will be considered the previous weekday. Tuesday will be considered as Monday, 
and Wednesday will be regarded as Tuesday, and we lose all the nice properties of having a weekly 
structure. For a visual example of this, see Figure 3.4 below. A full week must be extracted to 
preserve our structure whenever a day is missing to combat this issue. In other words, all gaps in 
the data must come as a multiple of 7. To this end, our first gap from 12/31/2017 to 3/1/2018 is 
extended to 12/31/2017 to 3/5/2018 for 63 days of missing data, and 5/31/2019 to 6/5/2019 is 





deletion and is considered an ‘honest’ approach to handling missing data [18]. Although there are 
more advanced methods, listwise deletion is good enough to present the new dataset. In total, we 
have 70 days of unrecorded missing data, but the weekly seasonality is held.  
 Outside of missing data, there is noise in the data that may impede prediction accuracy. 
That is, some parts of our time series show no autocorrelation [19]. Types of noise include 
incorrectly recording sales, special days, and events not captured as features. We very briefly 
describe these categories. Incorrectly recorded sales could manifest in several ways. In our data 
set, we have one instance where a day is recorded as zero dollars in sales when there is no reason 
the store would be closed. When examining the date of the datapoint, we see there was a natural 
disaster causing the restaurant to close. Special days include any days that are planned and contain 
a possibility of affecting sales. Any holiday would be a special day, and so would Super Bowl 
Sunday, a fundraising event, or days where Catholics are practicing the yearly Lent fasting. These 
days are all known quantities ahead of time. Features not included are events not captured within 
the scope of this work. Perhaps poor weather prevents customers from eating at the restaurant, or 
it could be the case that a competing restaurant opens nearby, and the usual weekly income has 
changed temporarily.  
 
3.4 Features Extracted from Data 
 The first training features we discuss are those features that may be extracted or otherwise 
obtained by analysis of the data set. We begin with identifying features that may be mined from 
the date. Then, we may discuss how previous sales may be used as important forecasting features. 





curated busyness score. Studies have been completed on summary statistics in statistical 
forecasting to good results [20]. We will be sure to analyze each feature's performance ourselves 
in upcoming Chapters 5-7 to see if we find a high correlation. 
 We begin our consideration of a date feature with the recorded date format. Each day that 
sales are recorded, the date is also stored in the format MM/DD/YYYY. Instead of one feature 
controlling all context for the date, we may split our one date-time feature into three features: 
month, day, and year. Month and day features will be cyclic by default, with values ranging from 
1-12 for month and 1-31 for day. The year feature is continuous and will continue to increase with 
time, although our dataset ranges from 2016 to 2019. Outside of directly interfacing with the date 
field, we may also describe which day of the week it is based on the date. So, our final feature 
derived from the date is the weekday which ranges from 1-7. As seen previously in Figure 3.2, our 
weekday cycle is maintained throughout the entire dataset.  
 One of the biggest ideas in time-series forecasting is the concept that we may pull context 
from the previous η lagged days of sales where η is some optimal window of days to consider. 
This is one of the main ideas from the well-researched ARIMA. The model is autoregressive over 
the η lagged days, and some coefficient weights β are generated for each day back during the 
regression task [19][21]. Using our lookback days, we may do a similar task with our surveyed 
machine learning models.  For example, consider we would like to forecast a day, defined as  Dt, 
and we decide that η = 4 is the optimal number of lookbacks. Then, Dt can be considered such that 
{Dt-1, Dt-2, Dt-3, Dt-4} are used to predict Dt. There is a slight downside in that the first η days will 
need to be removed from the dataset as there are not enough prior days to sufficiently cover the 






Figure 3.5 – Net Sales by Weekday. Total net sales are plotted for each weekday to show 
differences in sales totals. The weekend’s tendency to gross higher incomes makes those days 
easily identifiable, and the same is true for Friday, although to a lesser extent.  
  
To begin consideration, it may be helpful to consider the shape of net sales per weekday, 
such as in Figure 3.5. As seen in the figure, sales amounts for each weekday are somewhat distinct. 
There is especially a large difference between the weekend and the rest of the week, and Friday 
does average slightly higher than the rest of the week. Thus, it is not a difficult leap to suggest that 
our value for window η should be large enough to at least encompass the previous weekday and, 
at minimum η = 7. While our window size of 7 should give good results, we would be remiss not 
considering other values for η. When we select η = 7, there is an issue where the highly correlated 


















selecting an outlier for the prediction. To prevent this error, we simply choose a larger window 
size for our lookback parameter. Let us consider values {14, 21, 365} for η. We may quickly 
eliminate very high values for η such as 365 because we simply do not have the data pool to support 
removing very large chunks. The case between 14 and 21, or even other reasonable values like 28, 
is slightly more complicated. It is not so clear which would be better, so let us consider the 
correlation plot, Figure 3.6, seen below. 
 
Figure 3.6 – Autocorrelation of Sales Between Today and 28 Previous Days. The correlation score 
from 0-1 shows how highly correlated past days are with the current day 0. Due to weekly 
seasonality, correlation spikes every 7 days far into the past. The blue range represents confidence, 






 The measure of the correlation between lagged values of a time series is called 
autocorrelation [19]. In Figure 3.6, our starting point is day 0 with 100% correlation, which is 
expected since the actual sales are being correlated with itself. Any value within the blue range, a 
representation of confidence, is considered not correlated at all with those outside the range having 
various degrees of confident autocorrelation to day 0. From the figure, we may also evaluate that 
the most highly autocorrelated days when looking back are the same weekday, the previous 
weekday, and the weekday following. More exactly, each day most highly correlated to Dt are Dt-
6x, Dt-7x, and Dt-8x, where x is the number of weeks looking back. As you trend further into the past, 
the correlation decreases, and the confidence zone increases until they overlap. Considering a 
lookback window, we consider that not much is gained when increasing the window to be larger 
than 14. Although we may get three more highly correlated days, we waste time considering four 
uncorrelated days. Brief testing also suggested slightly better results when using 14 days of 
lookback, so we maintain this throughout future tests with the benefit of only needing to remove 
14 days of unusable test data. 
 There is a final selection of six features that have been generated from the 2:00 PM to 5:59 
PM sales period. The additional features are statistical measurements that include the daily average 
sales, the average sales of that specific weekday, the minimum sales, the maximum sales, a daily 
busyness score, and a weekly busyness score. We define the functions used to generate these 
metrics next. We begin with the daily average sale (1).  
 
𝑫(𝒕)𝑫𝒂𝒚𝑨𝒗𝒈 =







 Where t is the current time-period and n is the number of days preceding t. We may use 
the same formula but will change one variable definition to calculate weekly measures (2).  
 
𝑫(𝒕)𝑾𝒆𝒆𝒌𝑨𝒗𝒈 =
∑ 𝑫(𝒕 − 𝒊)𝒏𝒊=𝟏
𝒏
 (2) 
 Where, t is the current time-period and n is the number of previous days. In the case of 
weekly average, D is a set, which only includes days of the same weekday (ex. all Mondays or all 
Tuesdays). 
 We aim to keep track of the extremes in our data to give prediction models an area of 
bounds to stay within. As such, minimum (3) and maximum (4) daily sales are used as features 
and are defined.  
 𝑫(𝒕)𝑴𝒊𝒏𝑺𝒂𝒍𝒆𝒔 = 𝑴𝒊𝒏𝒊𝒎𝒖𝒎(𝑫(𝒕 − 𝟏), 𝑫(𝒕 − 𝟐), … , 𝑫(𝒕 − 𝒏)) (3) 
 𝑫(𝒕)𝑴𝒂𝒙𝑺𝒂𝒍𝒆𝒔 = 𝑴𝒂𝒙𝒊𝒎𝒖𝒎(𝑫(𝒕 − 𝟏), 𝑫(𝒕 − 𝟐), … , 𝑫(𝒕 − 𝒏)) (4) 
 Where t is the current time-period and n is the number of days preceding t. 
 As with the averages, the only difference in the definition for daily vs. weekly is the days 
included when calculating the statistic. This busyness score is an attempt to predict how busy the 
day outside of the daily norm. There are countless ways to try and predict busyness that ranges 
from simple to complex. An example is Google using the location history of users to predict if a 
retail store is busy [22]. For simplicity, we use a busyness score derived from normalizing the 















 The weekly busyness is far more descriptive in displaying the weekly seasonality than 
when compared to the daily busyness. The daily busyness score converges to values between 0.25 
and 0.4, only slightly measuring the trend from day-to-day. For consideration, Figures 3.7 and 3.8 
display this behavior. 
 
 
Figure 3.7 – Daily Busyness Over Dataset. We plot the shape of our normalized daily busyness 
function (5) for each instance. Eventually, this value levels out, and only large trend changes are 
























































































































































Figure 3.8 – Weekly Difference Over Dataset. We plot the shape of our normalized weekly 
busyness function (6) for each instance. The weekly busyness score expects different busyness 
based on the day of the week, which should be advantageous to a training model. 
    
3.5 Removing Trend and Seasonality 
 In previous sections, it has been discussed how inherent trends or seasonality in our 
data may be used to forecast. When viewing daily sales in Figure 3.9, there is an obvious trend 
upwards. The trend upwards comes from an improvement in advertising as well as setting up 
delivery options on popular phone apps.  To see seasonality most convincingly, refer to the 
correlation found every seven days in Figure 3.6, where we demonstrated a weekly seasonality. It 
is well known that for the ARIMA models and other correlation-based statistical models, that the 



























































































































































not use ARIMA models specifically here but create the two differenced with the idea that we may 
see interesting results anyway. Also, this easily opens a forward path into future research. 
Differencing should help keep features relevant by making each instance time-independent. 
Instead of predicting the trend, we predict the difference to get around the trend.  
To remove the trend and seasonality to create a stationary dataset, we employ a technique 
called differencing [19]. In essence, we will no longer be predicting the actual sales amount but 
the difference in sales from the previous time-period. Differencing is allowed for any amount of 
time, although in most cases, we difference D(t) with D(t-1). This study tested two differencing 
windows in detail: daily difference D(t-1) and weekly difference D(t-7); found next. Outside of 
differencing based on time-period alone, it is possible to twice the difference or takes the difference 
of the difference. That definition is outside the scope of this work, but it is possible to take any 
order of difference [3]; however, we may differ as often as needed to remove trend and seasonality. 






Figure 3.9 – 2 to 5 Sales Vs. Days Elapsed. This is the actual sales amounts for each day in the 
dataset. Around instance 500, we see a sharp tick up in the sales trend which is attributed to better 
advertising and popularity. This same area is where we are missing 63 sales days. 
 
3.5.1 Daily Difference 
 First, we define how we obtain a daily difference (7). Instead of the actual sales between 2 
PM and 5 PM, we take the difference of sales such that, 
 𝑫(𝒕)𝑫𝒂𝒊𝒍𝒚𝑫𝒊𝒇𝒇 =   𝑫(𝒕)𝑨𝒄𝒕𝒖𝒂𝒍 − 𝑫(𝒕 − 𝟏)𝑨𝒄𝒕𝒖𝒂𝒍 (7) 
 Once differencing has been completed, we review our data, shown in Figure 3.10, and see 





correlation plot used to describe our weekly seasonality earlier in Figure 3.6. Similarly, let us 
review a similar correlation plot for our daily differenced data as well in Figure 3.11. From Figure 
3.10, we see that the obvious upwards trend is no longer seen. However, when we review the 
correlation plot in Figure 3.11, we see that there is still a weekly correlation that has not been 
removed. This correlation outside the confidence zone suggests that we have not successfully 
removed seasonality from our data. However, we will save the daily differenced dataset to compare 
further in upcoming chapters.  
 
 
Figure 3.10 – Daily Differenced Sales. Like Figure 3.9, we plot the daily differenced sales, 






Figure 3.11 – Daily Differenced Correlation Plot. Differencing daily has not eliminated all 
correlation between days, and negative correlation is introduced. We aim to see in testing if 
features are more linearly separated.  
 
3.5.2  Weekly Difference 
 Like daily difference, we may now define the dataset using the weekly difference (8) 
instead of the actual sales. We take the difference such that, 
 𝑫(𝒕)𝑾𝒆𝒆𝒌𝒍𝒚𝑫𝒊𝒇𝒇 =   𝑫(𝒕)𝑨𝒄𝒕𝒖𝒂𝒍 − 𝑫(𝒕 − 𝟕)𝑨𝒄𝒕𝒖𝒂𝒍 (8) 
From Figure 3.12, we again view that the trend has been differenced out of our dataset. Let us also 





we see that all but seven days in the past have had correlation removed to the point that they can 
be considered ‘not correlated.’ Consequently, the weekly differenced dataset should perform the 
best at finding relationships in our data not directly tied to the weekday. Presumably, there will be 
no assumptions made by our models about seasonality. 
 
Figure 3.12 – Weekly Differenced Sales. Like Figure 3.9, we plot the weekly differenced sales, 






Figure 3.13 – Weekly Differenced Correlation Plot. Differencing weekly has removed most 
correlation between the days. Every seven days does give some negative correlation, but it quickly 
falls within the confidence threshold.   
 
3.6 Additional Features 
 With the additional daily differenced and weekly differenced datasets, we would like to 
add in the same statistical features designed for the actual prediction, although we will be leaving 
in the old features to check for relevancy. Otherwise, we may gain features outside of statistical 
information. One of the largest causes in sales for restaurants are holidays, so we aim to add the 
following features: Holiday, Carnival, Lent Fasting, Ramadan, and Christmas Time. This section 





 The only separation between daily averaged difference and weekly averaged difference is 
the set used for D. In daily averaging, set D contains all instances. Likewise, to previous sections, 
weekly averaging uses the set D containing instances of only the same weekday. Therefore, we 
may display one definition (9) next with the understanding it is used on different datasets. 
 
𝑫(𝒕)𝑫𝒊𝒇𝒇𝒆𝒓𝒆𝒏𝒄𝒆𝒅𝑨𝒗𝒈 =
∑ 𝑫(𝒕 − 𝒊)𝒏𝒊=𝟏
𝒏
 (9) 
 We aim to keep track of the extremes in our differenced data. As such, minimum (10) and 
maximum (11) daily differenced sales are used as features and are defined.  
 𝑫(𝒕)𝑴𝒊𝒏𝑫𝒂𝒊𝒍𝒚𝑫𝒊𝒇𝒇 = 𝑴𝒊𝒏𝒊𝒎𝒖𝒎(𝑫(𝒕 − 𝟏), 𝑫(𝒕 − 𝟐), … , 𝑫(𝒕 − 𝒏)) (10) 
 𝑫(𝒕)𝑴𝒂𝒙𝑫𝒂𝒊𝒍𝒚𝑫𝒊𝒇𝒇 = 𝑴𝒂𝒙𝒊𝒎𝒖𝒎(𝑫(𝒕 − 𝟏), 𝑫(𝒕 − 𝟐), … , 𝑫(𝒕 − 𝒏)) (11) 
Where t is the current time-period and n is the number of days preceding t. 
 There are four features added to capture holidays. The first is labeled ‘Holidays,’ although 
it is more of a special day catch-all. One-day events planned out ahead of time appear here, such 
as the Super Bowl and Thanksgiving Day. In total, we identify 27 days to add as a holiday—view 
Table 3.1 below to see the full list and the corresponding identifier number. Some events, such as 
Lent Fasting, last a long period of time. Although some holidays may be less important than others 
in terms of sales, our local restaurant does serve a diverse customer base. As such, it is a good idea 
to start with many holidays as potentially important and then trim them down later. We also see 
increased busyness overall during some holiday periods. For example, Mardi Gras provides an 
influx of tourists and residents eating out before festivities begin, but Mardi Gras is celebrated 





boolean values {0,1} used to denote when the season is active. We follow the same idea for Lent 
Fasting due to abstaining from meat, Ramadan for similar reasons, and the Christmas season.   
 We may wish to identify sales trends using natural predictors such as the weather outside 
of the previously mentioned features. Weather is not included within this project's scope because 
we are already forecasting sales with the goal of one week into the future. In the real world, we 
may not accurately know the weather one week into the future, so a rainy-day prediction causing 
fewer sales might be a record-setting sales day because the weather was great that day. There is a 
chance that weather forecasting is good enough to justify its use, but that will be saved for future 
work.  
 
Table 3.1 – Full List of Included Holidays. A holiday feature uses the index as a numerical 
identifier. Indexes labeled Single Feature roll for variable lengths of time, so a boolean field is 
used separately for them. The holidays are an exhaustive list of any day which may affect sales – 
positively or negatively. The restaurant location has a diverse population, so holidays from many 
cultures are included. The date of the holiday is included to show which dates are stable and which 
change yearly. In total, 28 events are considered in the Holiday feature, with four additional as 
their own feature. 
Index Holiday Date 
0 None Any other day  
1 New Year’s Day  January 1st 
2 Martin Luther King Jr. 
Day 






3 President's Day  3rd Monday in February 
4 Super Bowl Sunday  First Sunday in February 
5 Valentine's Day  February 14th 
Single Feature Carnival Season  January 6th to Mardi Gras Day 
6 Mardi Gras Day  Day before Ash Wednesday  
7 Ash Wednesday  46 Days before Easter Sunday. Between Feb 4th and March 
22nd. 
Single Feature Lent Fasting  Starts Ash Wednesday and end 40 days later. Fasting stops 
on Sundays and St. Patrick's Day  
8 Holika Dahan  Day before Holi 
9 Holi  Early to mid-March 
10 Saint Patrick's Day  March 17th 
11 Easter Sunday  Sunday following the full moon. Late March to mid-April 
12 Good Friday  Friday following Easter 
13 Cinco de Mayo  May 5th 
14 Mother's Day  2nd Sunday in May 
15 Memorial Day  Last Monday in May 
16 Father's Day  3rd Sunday in June 
17 Independence Day  July 4th 
18 Labor Day  1st Monday in September 
19 Columbus Day  2nd Monday in October 
20 Diwali  Late October to Early November. 5 Day celebration where 
day 3 is the largest. 
21 Halloween  October 31st 
22 Veteran's Day  November 11th 
23 Thanksgiving Day  4th Thursday in November 
27 Christmas Day  December 25th 
25 New Year's Eve December 31st 
Single Feature Ramadan  One full month out of the year. 
26 Eid al Fitr  End of Ramadan 
28 Christmas Eve December 24th 






3.7 One-Hot Encoding  
 One-hot encoding is a useful method to turn categorial information into real data. The 
transformation is completed by taking all unique values of some category and then creating a new 
feature column for each one. Next, the values {0,1} are used as a boolean to represent whether an 
instance contains that feature or not. Other types of encoding such as sum coding and backward 
difference coding are available, and good results have been found using them in highly categorial 
datasets [24], but the one-hot encoding is the most popular method, and the other techniques may 
be analyzed in the future studies. A great example of why one-hot encoding is useful is our holiday 
feature. Each of the 27 holidays has different levels of importance and should not necessarily be 
considered one feature. Instead, the holidays are broken into 27 columns plus 1 additional column 
representing ‘non-holiday,’ and each special day may be represented separately. Similarly, we also 
employ one-hot encoding on the month and weekday features prior to training as well. Since each 
year has exactly 12 months and each week has exactly 7 days, it is prudent to analyze each of these 
time periods as individuals. In the upcoming chapters, we will see how each weekday, month, and 









3.8 Data Scaling  
 The final step of preprocessing is to scale the data. Ensuring the training data is scaled 
properly is a well-known technique to improve performance [25]. The standardization we employ 
is to remove the mean from our dataset and then scale to the unit variance. Each instance x is then 






 Where μ is the mean of the training samples, and σ is the standard deviation of the training 
samples. Once all input features have been scaled for each dataset, we are ready for training. 
 
3.9 Dataset Before Training  
 At this point, we have three datasets, including an ‘actual’ dataset, a ‘daily differenced’ 
dataset, and a ‘weekly differenced’ dataset. While we started with 1111 days of unique sales 
information, some data had to be removed to preserve a weekly cycle. Some data was removed for 
feature creation, and additional data was removed to differentiate our dataset appropriately. New 
features have been added, and one-hot encoding increased the number of features further.  
 The final actual dataset shape is 1091 instances with 72 features to use in training. The 
daily differenced dataset has 1090 daily instances with 75 features. Finally, the weekly differenced 
dataset has 1084 daily instances with 75 features as well. Each dataset has been well defined 
throughout this chapter and is ready to begin testing. If the dataset needs to be modified further for 





3.10 Changes When Forecasting Weekly  
 This section will discuss the changes needed to be made to our datasets and methodology 
to predict one full week properly. First, the target will be changed from a single target into seven 
outputs that must be fulfilled. Each instance will contain the previously described features, 
including 14 days of lookback, that will be used to predict the next seven days into the future. A 
consideration for predicting weekly is the removal of some of the statistical measurements used to 
aid in daily prediction. The reason to remove it is simply that these features represent daily changes 
and are updated with each instance. If we are predicting one full week, we may not have access to 
those statistics.  Specifically, we refer to features Daily Average, Daily Busyness, and Average 
Daily Difference to be removed for full week prediction. We do not remove similar features 
referencing maximums and minimums for sales and differences. We keep these features over 
others that are updated with each instance because max and min scores are updated less and less 
often as time goes on. There is a smaller chance of gaining improper context about the data from 





Chapter 4: Baselines  
 
 With our datasets preprocessed, we are almost ready to begin training models. Before that, 
however, we must determine the proper testing set to discuss different techniques fairly. Then, we 
discuss which metrics are useful and what a ‘good’ prediction even entails. After, it will be possible 
to find simple, non-machine learning baselines to compare against future results. Once these steps 
are cleared, we will have a solid foundation to complete complex models' training and testing. 
 
4.1 Test Datasets 
 For fair testing purposes, each method considered for one-day forecasting will be tested on 
the final 221 days of our data, and we consider the shapes of our datasets Figures 4.1-4.3. The final 
221 days are not sorted or otherwise altered to preserve a realistic approach to prediction. As seen 
in Figure 4.1, we have a standard testing set that is populated with some interesting days to make 
our analysis more dynamic. For example, there are two days recorded as zero sales. The second 
zero sales day (instance 1104) is Thanksgiving Day, and we do not expect to have any sales. 
However, we see another instance of no sales marked on the 966th day. There is no holiday or 
special event known about in advance to account for this missing day. After some research, the 
966th day falls on 7/13/2019, which was the day Hurricane Barry made landfall in southern 
Louisiana. Instead of imputing, removing, or otherwise trying to ‘fix’ the datapoint, we accept the 
additional error and use the missing data as an interesting point in the discussion. We will not 
expect our models to predict zero sales accurately, but we will be able to see how an undocumented 





hurricane that could possibly be attributed to the hurricane. Families may be encouraged to eat out 
more after being locked inside during a hurricane day.  
 When considering Figures 4.2 and 4.3 to see the shapes of weekly and daily differenced 
datasets, we see much less variation when differencing weekly. This is directly related to the fact 
that each weekday is more normally distributed and highly correlated than when comparing the 
distribution of daily differencing. As such, there is less variation between each week. The forecast 
of daily and weekly differencing may be added back to the previous time- period, D(t-1) and D(t-
7), respectively, to obtain the actual sales figure. As such, it will be simple to compare how well 
models are doing for all three datasets. 
 
Figure 4.1 – Shape of Test Data: Actual.  The shape of our test dataset was used for all one-day 






Figure 4.2 – Shape of Test Data: Daily Difference. The shape of our test dataset used for all one-
day daily differenced forecasting test tasks. The test set includes 221 days of sales differenced (7) 
from the very end of the full dataset. The dataset and resulting prediction can be transformed back 






Figure 4.3 – Shape of Test Data: Weekly Difference. The shape of our test dataset was used for 
all one-day weekly differenced forecasting test tasks. Included in the test set are 221 days of sales 
differenced (8) from the very end of the full dataset. The dataset and resulting prediction can be 










 The metric officially used to evaluate our models' accuracy is the mean absolute error 
(MAE), defined below in (13). 
 
𝑴𝒆𝒂𝒏 𝑨𝒃𝒔𝒐𝒍𝒖𝒕𝒆 𝑬𝒓𝒓𝒐𝒓 =  
∑ |𝒚𝒕𝒓𝒖𝒆 − 𝒚𝒑𝒓𝒆𝒅|
𝒏
 (13) 
 Where n is the number of instances being predicted, and y is each instance. When listing 
the MAE, we always cut off the decimal and keep the whole number for ease of notation. We take 
the MAE because positive errors and negative errors have a similarly negative effect. Using MAE 
as a metric is very popular and often used, although other metrics could be considered [19]. The 
MAE also provides a simple way to discuss the results because the target directly relates to the 
gross sale values. Put succinctly, when we have an MAE of 50, we may directly say that our 
prediction was incorrect by $50.00. Next, it is worthwhile to consider what the average meal cost 
is per customer. A single order grosses approximately $12.00, which includes the standard 
sandwich, side, and drink. The price can gross $17.00+ dollars if a customer orders any premium 
meal upgrade options, sandwich add-ons, or extra sides. There are options to dine cheaper, but the 
most affordable option of just a sandwich and a side still grosses around $9.00 for the restaurant. 
Also, there are many cases where more than one customer is ordering at a time, such as in families.  
 To measure prediction accuracy, let us define a method to estimate the performance. The 
time-period used for training our models is between 2:00 PM and 5:59 PM, which is a total of four 
hours of sales. A daily MAE of $200 could be read as an hourly error of $50. Using our estimates 
before, that could mean as few as three customers poorly accounted for or as many as five 





customers and as many as 20 between the times 2:00 PM and 5:59 PM. Thus, we demonstrate that 
the goal is to reach an MAE score that is as low as possible. More specifically, we aim to find 
which models will out-perform our baselines. 
 As mentioned in the previous section, the differenced dataset is directly related to the actual 
dataset. Duly, the MAE score of a model predicting the actual dataset maps one-to-one with the 
MAE score of the differenced dataset. For clarity, an MAE of 100 in a differenced dataset will still 
be the same MAE score of 100 when transformed back to the actual series. This is useful for 
shorthand analysis when comparing model performance.  
 
4.3 Use-Previous Prediction 
 The simplest method of predicting sales is by using the previous instance as the prediction. 
The instance window may be daily, weekly, or any real value, but there is no additional logic. This 
naïve solution will be analyzed, followed by a seasonal naïve solution, and finally, an enhanced 
drift naïve solution where we make use of average values. These naïve solutions are easy to 
implement and are often discussed in introductory forecasting texts [19]. We analyze the MAE 






4.3.1 Use-Yesterday Prediction 
 
Figure 4.4 – Use-Yesterday Prediction. The most basic possible prediction model assumes that 
predicted day D(t) is exactly the previous day D(t-1). The MAE baseline generated is 403, and 
the prediction shape does not fit the test set well. 
 
 In Figure 4.4, we see the actual value in blue with our prediction line in orange. The MAE 
score for use-yesterday prediction is 403. Our data is correlated weekly instead of daily, making 
sense that we get poor results here. This does show the upper bounds of how poor our predictions 






4.3.2 Use-Last-Week Prediction 
 
Figure 4.5 – Use-Last-Week Prediction. Using the weekly seasonality, the next prediction baseline 
expects day D(t) is exactly the previous weekday D(t-7). The MAE baseline generated is 278, and 
the prediction shape fails when experiencing extreme values. 
 
 In Figure 4.5, we see the result of the use-last-week prediction on the test dataset. The MAE 
score for use-last-week prediction is 278. As expected, we see a large increase over the previous 
baseline, and we consider this to be a well-reasoned prediction. There are issues regarding holidays 






4.4.1 Enhanced Use-Last-Week Prediction 
 To improve our baseline, we consider that the average sales recorded for a particular sales 
day may be useful to help in predictions. The lag used will be the previous weekday D(t-7), and 
the moving average window will be the entire dataset preceding D(t) that belongs to the same 











 Where ?̌?𝑡 is the current prediction, y is actual, and n represents the total number of weeks 
preceding t. As an example of (14), a prediction for Saturday would be a mean result between last 
Saturday’s sales and historical average Saturday sales. The idea is that the addition of average sales 
will keep the data reasonably centered while the previous weekday will help draw out current 
trends. The lag value of seven is used because that is the highest correlated day with some D(t). 
The dataset's full average values are used, but using a rolling moving average window to 
contextualize current trends better is another popular approach. As an example, the last three 
Saturdays could be used instead of all Saturdays. 
 In Figure 4.6 following, we see the result of the use-last-week prediction on the test dataset. 
The MAE score for this enhanced average prediction is 239. This is a fantastic score and shows a 
large improvement over simpler baselines by not propagating error forward as much when running 
into a holiday. This model is even sensitive to change over time as short-term increases or 






Figure 4.6 – Enhanced Use-Last-Week Actual Prediction. Using the weekly seasonality and the 
mean weekday average, the final prediction baseline implements a simple history. The MAE 











4.5 Baseline for Weekly Forecasting  
 
 The baselines discussed in this chapter have been primarily considered for one-day 
forecasting. However, our best performing baseline comes from the naive model using the weekly 
average and the previous weekday. Since this model only has reference to the previous week and 
weekday history, a full seven-day week may be forecasted ahead of time without needing daily 
context. We may use this same baseline for a one-week prediction and look for a daily average 
MAE score better than 239 over each one-week forecast over our test dataset.  
 Another difference to be considered is how the results are evaluated. With one-day 
forecasting, the task is easy. Simply line up all the predictions and compare them to the actual 
result. For one-week forecasting, the task takes more thought. Our prediction for one input instance 
will provide an output of seven days, and each following instance will output the same. When 
predicting over the whole test set, we have seven times the number of outputs needed to forecast 
the test dataset. The question becomes, how may we evaluate the results fairly? We propose that 
the best way to evaluate the results is to parse them in the most ‘natural’ way. When scheduling 
employees for a workweek at a restaurant, the operating manager will often complete the schedule 
on the same day of each week. However, it is not known which weekday is best to use when 
completing the schedule. Since each instance is one weekday, we may start on some Monday and 
predict each following week starting on Mondays. The same may be done for each day of the week. 
The result is seven forecast results over the test dataset where the difference between each result 
is only the day where prediction is started. As a result, we add an additional three instances into 
our testing dataset for a total of 224 instances to have a factor of seven. We show the new test 





each forecast has 224 days, there is a sliding window used over the period, so each forecast's 
beginning and the end will be different by one instance on each end. Figure 4.7 displays the final 
iteration, and all seven include the three days marked as zero sales. For evaluation, when a weekly 
model’s MAE score is described, it will come directly from the best performing week. While the 
testing will be slightly different from one-day forecasting due to the extra days, overall, the results 
will be close enough for an approximate comparison. 
 
Figure 4.7 – Shape of Extended Test Set (Start Day Friday). The one-week forecasting test set 
includes a sliding weekday start window. Each day of the week is used as the start for seven tests. 
The test sets are increased by three to a total of 224, which allows for an exact number of one-
week predictions. An additional zero sales holiday is included in each of the tests. Predictions 





Chapter 5: Survey of Machine Learning Models 
 
 
 This chapter will consider many out-of-the-box machine learning algorithms to be trained 
and used for forecasting. These models undergo the same training steps, and exact comparisons 
are acceptable. The models come from many machine learning ‘families’ such as linear models, 
tree models, support vector models, clustering models, gaussian process models, ensemble models, 
and a neural network model. Each model will first be summarized. Then we examine, through 
cross-validation, which number of features are relevant to each model. We choose the best 
performers as candidate models which are tested one final time against the defined test set for final 
discussion. The final testing process is completed for both one-day and one-week forecasting on 
all three datasets. 
 
5.1 All Considered Models 
 We summarize each family of algorithms and the implementation of specific models before 
beginning evaluation. These ideas are well-explored have been established in other machine 
learning based studies. So, we give only a brief description for contextual understanding within 
this work and give popular resources as reference material. The models surveyed in this chapter 
are implemented by the popular scientific python library scikit learn for the supervised learning 
task of forecasting restaurant sales. Table 5.1, which runs from pages 46 to 53, displays the entirety 






Table 5.1 – We display each model used for testing the curated restaurant sales datasets. The 
model algorithm is given first, followed by the family of the algorithm the model belongs to. A 
brief description is given for each of the algorithms, and readers are encouraged to read through 
the listed resources if deeper discussion is desired. The table runs from pages 46 to 52. 





Simplest of our plain linear models. It uses the ordinary least 
squares approach to fit a linear model. Minimizes error using 







The stochastic gradient descent (SGD) algorithm is a common 
minimization technique. The gradient of the loss function is 
estimated iteratively after each data instance using a decreasing 
learning rate. Eventually, the algorithm will reach convergence 
on the minimum or maximum value. Many models implement 






Ridge regression adds the L2 regularization term to the RSS 
function in linear regression, which improves performance. 
Ridge regression has is useful for feature selection tasks and 







The least absolute shrinkage and selection operator (lasso) 
improves on the base RSS model by adding a regularization 
term L1 which aids in estimating sparse coefficients. It is said 
to be useful in some areas because the preferred solutions 










Elastic-Net is another adaptation of simple RSS that adds both 
the L1 and L2 regularization terms to the minimization 
function. While lasso and ridge are powerful on their own, they 
both have downfalls. Elastic-net was designed to improve upon 
the worst-case prediction conditions of lasso and is seen as a 
generalization by the authors. Elastic-net is said to be a good 







Bayesian methods are probabilistic and describe the probability 
of some event happening. Each model is defined by two 
probability distributions, a prior and a posterior. Once a model 
has been fitted to maximize posterior, a prediction can be made 
by supplying some evidence and seeing which event is most 
likely based on that evidence. Bayesian regression is used to 
include regularization during the estimation procedure, and the 
L2 term in ridge regression is equal to finding a maximum a 








Kernel ridge makes an adjustment by taking RSS regression 
with L2 support and adding kernel matrix support. Each feature 
vector xi will be replaced with some kernel function Φ(xi), 
which allows us to increase the dimension size infinitely and 
linearly separate our feature space. A linear function is learned 
by the model in the space chosen by the kernel's space, which 












Tree models use the idea of the tree data structure to map 
decision rules such that it is essentially built with if-then-based 
logic. Tree-based methods split the feature space into even 
chunks and fit a simple model to each one. Trees are simple 
and able to handle many types of problems, although they are 
prone to overfitting. This overfitting is handled with pruning or 
setting a maximum tree depth. Creating a perfect decision tree 
is considered NP-Complete in difficulty, so most algorithms to 









Support vector machines (SVRs) span a wide array of uses for 
different types of problems. Some time-series regression tasks 
have been shown to perform well, and research is currently 
very active in SV models. Decision boundary lines are created 
from hyperplanes to separates samples and are used in 
prediction time. The algorithm is extended to regression 
problems by considering ‘close’ samples as similar.  Kernel 









The Nu-SVR formulation is mathematically equivalent to our 
baseline SVR model except for the swapping of a baseline C 
parameter with a new v term where 𝑣 ∈ (0,1] . This term 
controls the number of support vectors and margin errors that 







Linear SVR Support 
Vector 
Models 
The Linear SVR model makes use of an epsilon-insensitive 
term where errors less than a defined error term are discarded. 
When compared to the previous models, the only drawback is 







The k-nearest neighbor (KNN) algorithm works by comparing 
the new instance to be predicted against all other samples. 
Then, some predefined k numbers of those closest to the 
queried instance are used to predict. In regression, we take the 
average of the k-nearest to make a prediction. Computation is 
slow as KNN searches the entire training set for each 
prediction, and distance it can be tricky to define ‘closeness’ 








Gaussian processes (GPs) are another family of algorithms 
used for regression tasks. A Gaussian process is a 
generalization of the Gaussian distribution where we have a 
prior probability to every possible function. Instead of 
considering an infinite number of functions, GPs consider a 
finite set of function values that have a joint Gaussian 
distribution. GPs use kernels, often called covariance 
functions, to determine the prior and posterior of the GP, and 
many different implementations exist. Based on the Bayes 
theorem, once we have a posterior distribution on a target 










Voting regression (VR) is a method to create an ensemble of 
predictors. Conceptually different models are selected,  fitted 
onto the data, then used to make predictions. Each model’s 
outputs are averaged, hoping that the mean is better than any 
lone prediction. The voting party includes gradient boosting, 
random forest, linear regression, decision tree, and SGD 
algorithms.  





Stacking regression uses the outputs from an ensemble as 
inputs to some meta-estimator. It is found that stacking 
improves performance and the most improvement occurs with 
dissimilar predictors. The final estimator provides the final 
output, and traditionally the best performing individual model 
is the meta-regressor. The models used to generate the initial 
prediction are linear regression, k-nearest regression, 
multilayer perceptron regression, ridge regression, extra trees 










The extra-trees algorithm builds an ensemble of regression 
trees. The method selects node splits at random for each tree. 
The entire sample is used for training as opposed to 
bootstrapped replicas. This novel approach uses feature 
importance to improve results significantly by reducing 







Checking each split could take a long time with many features, 
which is a weakness of such a method. The workaround is to 







Extreme gradient boosting (XGB) implements gradient 
boosted trees from the Python library XGBoost. The algorithm 
was developed with scalability and accuracy in mind. 
Essentially, the algorithm works by taking an ensemble of 
decision trees to complete the regression task. Training 
happens additively where we add a new tree that is tuned with 
the loss learned from the previous step at each iteration. The 
tree selection function is controlled with a regularization term 
which is something other tree packages often ignore. As 
branches to the tree are added, they are scored and only added 








The light gradient boosting method (LGBM) is an extension of 
other known boosting methods that aim to reduce the footprint 
of the algorithm as data scales. The goal is to reduce memory 
usage and speed up training time significantly. LGBM is a 
histogram-based model with continuous bin features to reduce 
memory. This reduces the cost of calculating gain measured 
from each split of a branch so much that a large feature set uses 
less memory. Parallelization is also added to improve 
performance further. Other decision tree models grow breadth-










Neural networks are based on the idea of human brain neurons 
activating one another. A group of neurons connects as 
networks, nodes that flow from an input layer to some output 
layer which are separated by hidden layers. The nodes are 
connected by weights and intercept nodes that affect inputs 
such that we get a prediction. Each node also includes an 
activation function to control values. In training, the error is 
measured on output, and the weights are adjusted. Then, 
moving backward through the layer ranks, the weights are 
updated to reduce error, which is called back-propagation. This 
process is completed for many epochs until the weights are 
stabilized and change very little. A lot of data is needed for the 







When forecasting one week, we need more than one output 
from each model. So, we aim to map a single input to a 
multivariant output. Most models do not support multiple 
outputs. The most common strategy for multi-output regression 
is to predict multiple outputs from a single input. The simplest 
method of doing so is to train a different regressor for each 
output label. For all models surveyed in this chapter, we extend 
to one-week forecasting by training seven regressors to predict 








5.2 Model and Feature Selection 
 In this section, we discuss the methodology used to find the best model as well as the 
optimal number of features for each model. First, we discuss how we find the ‘best’ features and 
how the number of features may affect some models’ MAE scores. Once we have ranked our 
features, we discuss how cross-validation may be used to estimate the best model and feature 
number as well as problems that may arise if we are not careful. Finally, we show the results of 
these tests and select candidate models that perform well to move forward to the final stage of 
testing for each of our datasets.  
 
5.2.1 Select K Best and F-Regression 
 It has been mentioned that features need to be examined further. We pursue feature testing 
because some of our features, namely the holidays, may not have a significant enough impact on 
our model. In some instances, having poor feature selection may decrease our MAE score 
significantly. To gain better insight on how important each feature is, we aim to rank them from 
most important to least important. When considering one-day forecasting, it is easy to use 
univariant testing techniques to estimate importance. When increasing our class size to seven-day 
forecasting, a multivariant solution may be appropriate but outside the scope of this work. In 
estimating the importance of seven-day forecasting features, we use the same importance found 






 Features are ranked using a linear model for finding the P-value to tell whether a feature is 
statistically relevant or not. The F-test estimates the degree of linear dependency between the 
variable in question and the target by fitting a regressor for each feature. Afterward, the scoring 
function is completed in two steps. 
1. The correlation between each regressor and the target is computed as (15), 
 
𝒙𝒊 =
(𝒙𝒊 − 𝝁𝒙𝒊) ∗ (𝒚 − 𝝁𝒚)
𝝈𝒙𝒊 ∗ 𝝈𝒚
 (15) 
Where xi is a feature column, is a feature column, y is the target column, 𝜇 is the mean, and 𝜎 is 
the standard deviation.  
2. The correlation value is then converted into an F-score and finally outputted as a p-value. 
 
 The p-value represents how well the feature does at improving performance when it is the 
only regression feature. Once the features have been ranked, we may select the k-Best, where k is 
the number of ranked features kept for the training process. We aim to find the optimal number of 












5.2.1.1  Actual Feature Rank 
 
Figure 5.1 – P-Values for Top Features (Actual). The top 25 features as ranked by their p-scores 
as outlined in section 5.2. Weekly sales average is the highest scoring feature by far with other 
statistical metrics and days of the week following.  
   
 We see from Figure 5.1 that the weekly average is the best feature for the actual dataset by 
far. The numbers 0-14 represent how many days until the current time-period leaves rotation. Last 
week and two weeks ago, marked 7 and 0 respectively, are the next highest scoring. Some of the 
statistical measures and high-sales weekend days follow as important features as well. Once we 
reach the rest of the weekdays, our score falls below 10 and then less than one very quickly. The 
special days that are most useful are holidays where the restaurant closes, such as Christmas or 
Thanksgiving. The worst scoring features are all of those with low frequencies like holidays or 




















5.2.1.2 Daily Difference Feature Rank 
 
Figure 5.2 – P-Value for Top Features (Daily Differenced). The top 25 features as ranked by their 
p-scores as outlined in section 5.2. The day of the week and some statistical measures are high-
ranking features here. Some impactful holidays also are in the top 25. 
 
 Next, we examine the results from the daily differenced dataset in Figure 5.2. Due to the 
correlation remaining after the first round of differences, we see that certain weekdays and certain 
lookback days are still highly correlated and producing high F-scores. However, we rely more 
heavily on special days to aid in the prediction task. Again, we see that any special day where the 
restaurant is closed is an important prediction marker. Most of the statistical markers score less 
than one except for the weekly average, average daily difference, and weekly busyness, which are 
still highly correlated. The months are still poorly correlated, and the least correlated feature, not 























5.2.1.3 Weekly Difference Feature Rank 
 
Figure 5.3 – P-Value for Top Features (Weekly Differenced). The top 25 features as ranked by 
their p-scores as outlined in section 5.2. Only the previous week’s sales have a p-value above 
100. Only one statistical feature remains at the top, and the most relevant features are holidays. 
  
Finally, we examine the features for our weekly differenced dataset in Figure 5.3. When 
differencing weekly, the only essential feature is the difference found last week. Otherwise, none 
but the average weekly difference and a couple of the lookback days remain from the features 
pulled out of the dataset. The most important features here are holidays which tend to deviate from 
the weekly average, which is why we see more holidays populating here than anywhere else. 



















5.2.2 Blocked Cross-Validation 
 K-fold cross-validation is a well-known method for estimating the performance of a model.  
Usually, some folds are chosen, and then K-1 folds are used for training, and a single fold is left 
out to predict. For example, 
{F1, F2, F3} → F4 
{F1, F2, F4} → F3 
{F1, F3, F4} → F2 
{F2, F3, F4} → F1 
Each test tells us how our model performs on a subset of data which is great for estimating 
performance. The issue is that time-series data may be self-referencing over time. Consider that 
we have a lookback parameter as one example, and as such, instances in F2 will have a reference 
of instances in F1. Therefore, shuffling folds around will result in an overfitted and over-optimistic 
predictor.  
 To prevent similar issues from happening, we employ a slightly different cross-validation 
method that is known to provide fair results without the possibility of a dangerous self-reference. 
Instead of shuffling folds, we use a blocked method that works as follows, 
{F1} → F2 
{F1, F2} → F3 
{F1, F2, F3} → F4 
Instead of shuffling, the blocked method is more like how time-series work in the real world. We 
train with one subset of available information and then test on the next. Each iteration, we get more 
information than the previous. There is some empirical evidence that this method out-performs or 





5.2.3 Candidate Models – One Day Forecast 
 Once models have been defined, features have been ranked, and a method of cross-
validation has been established, we may begin a grid search for the best possible models. Using k-
Best selection, we begin with k=1 and test all models. This process is repeated, incrementing by 
one, until k=’all’. Instead of plotting the performance of all 19 models over the feature set, we will 
select one model as a control to use for discussion. The top eight performers will continue for more 

















5.2.3.1 Actual Dataset  
 
Figure 5.4 – Best One-Day Forecast MAE Found Across 73 Features (Actual). Each model is 
trained with an iteratively increasing number of ranked features, seen in Figure 5.3, for one-day 
forecasting. The lowest MAE for each model is recorded with the number of features next to the 
model’s name.  
  
In Figure 5.4, we see that many of the models performed the best with only a few features. 
We see this behavior the most with simpler linear models, and between one and three features are 
usually enough. When comparing with other models' families, we see an increased number of 
features used, but rarely do we get above 60. Also, we see poor feature performance in non-simple 

















Figure 5.5 – Ridge Regression One-Day Forecast Result Across 73 Features (Actual). The ridge 
example shows how the number of features affects the MAE score for one-day forecasting in the 
actual sales dataset. 
  
As a control reference, consider Figure 5.5, which displays how the number of features 
affects the MAE score of Ridge regression. This behavior is not exactly mirrored with other 
models, but this provides enough insight to speak generally. In the actual dataset, we tend to see 
large fluctuations cumulating in an increased MAE score the more features are added. Some MAE 























5.2.3.2 Daily Differenced Models 
 
Figure 5.6 – Best One-Day Forecast MAE Found Across 77 Features (Daily Difference). Each 
model is trained with an iteratively increasing number of ranked features, seen in Figure 5.4, for 
one-day forecasting. The lowest MAE for each model is recorded with the number of features 
next to the model’s name. 
  
When considering Figure 5.6, we see our best-performing models all have many features. 
In fact, only the worst performing of the models used few features. It was found that although the 
MAE score would change between feature numbers, the change fluctuated much less than when 
testing the actual sales dataset. In general, the more features, the more MAE decreased. However, 
we still see MAE scores in the 300+ range for some of our models. Consider our example, ridge 


















Figure 5.7 – Ridge Regression One-Day Forecast Results Across 77 Features (Daily Difference). 
The ridge example shows how the number of features affects the MAE score for one-day 
forecasting in the daily differenced dataset. 
  
Again, we use our ridge model to examine MAE over time in Figure 5.7. While the best 
results are slightly worse than before at 210 MAE, we see that our MAE score decreases with each 
additional feature. When differencing daily, the more features, the better. This linear separation is 























5.2.3.3 Weekly Differenced Models 
 
Figure 5.8 – Best One-Day Forecast MAE Found Across 77 Features (Weekly Difference). Each 
model is trained with an iteratively increasing number of ranked features, seen in Figure 5.3, for 
one-day forecasting. The lowest MAE for each model is recorded with the number of features 
next to the model’s name. 
  
We examine the results from our weekly differenced dataset in Figure 5.8. Interestingly, 
the number of features increased from the actual dataset but is much less than the daily differenced 
dataset. Here, the best MAE score is 225 by linear regression, meaning that we see the worst results 
in terms of absolute score. However, it is relevant to note that only one model performed poorly 
enough to reach an MAE above 300. In fact, when considering the average results, differencing 


















Figure 5.9 – Ridge Regression One-Day Forecast Result Across 77 Features (Weekly 
Difference). The ridge example shows how the number of features affects the MAE score for 
one-day forecasting in the weekly differenced dataset. 
  
We examine ridge regression for the weekly differenced dataset in Figure 5.9. We see some 
similarities to the actual dataset. After 14 features, we begin to see a continuous increase of error, 
unlike the daily differenced dataset, and there is no fluctuation between 20-30 features as we see 
in the actual dataset. The absolute error ends up the highest out of all three datasets. Although the 





















5.2.4 Candidate Models – One Week Forecast 
 Here we use the same feature test methodology as described in 5.2, and we will discuss the 
results considering the ridge model example used previously. The feature test is a good estimate 
for model accuracy, but the final test must be completed before conclusions are drawn. The top 






5.4.1.1 Actual Dataset   
 
Figure 5.10 – Best One-Week Forecast MAE Found Across 71 Features (Actual). Each model is 
trained with an iteratively increasing number of ranked features, seen in Figure 5.1, for one-week 
forecasting. The lowest MAE for each model is recorded with the number of features next to the 
model’s name. 
  
We consider how many features are needed for one full week of forecasting over our actual 
dataset. In Figure 5.10,  we see many models using a high number of features when compared to 
one-day forecasting. Due to a single instance predicting an entire week, more features must be 
used to gain some insight over the next seven days. The K-Neighbor algorithm found the best 
results with only 32 features. The feature test results stay within our baseline MAE value of 239 
for the first two models and then perform around baseline results. Many of our worst-performing 


















Figure 5.11 – Ridge Regression One-Week Forecast Across 71 Features (Actual). The ridge 
example shows how the number of features affects the MAE score for one-week forecasting in 
the actual dataset. 
 
We see from our ridge example in Figure 5.11 that the more features, the better when 
predicting over one week. This is because when predicting a week with only one instance, the only 
historical rolling data the model has access to is the 14 lookback days. This is the exact opposite 
that was seen previously when only three features were needed due to their high correlation. 
Potentially, further features to help identify the upcoming days to be predicted would lower the 





















5.4.1.2 Daily Difference Dataset  
 
Figure 5.12 – Best One-Week Forecast MAE Found Across 74 Features (Daily Difference). Each 
model is trained with an iteratively increasing number of ranked features, seen in Figure 5.2, for 
one-week forecasting. The lowest MAE for each model is recorded with the number of features 
next to the model’s name. 
  
When considering Figure 5.12, we see our best performing models all have many features, 
although less than when doing one-day forecasting. Once again, only the worst performing of the 
models used few features. In general, the more features, the more MAE decreased. However, we 
still see MAE scores in the 300+ range for many of our models. The best performing algorithms 
here score almost 300 MAE, which is a very poor result, especially when considering how well 


















Figure 5.13 – Ridge Regression One-Week Forecast Across 74 Features (Daily Difference). The 
ridge example shows how the number of features affects the MAE score for one-week forecasting 
in the daily differenced dataset. 
  
In the daily differenced ridge example, seen in Figure 5.13, ridge regression shows a 
decrease in error as the number of features increases. This same behavior was seen for the daily 
differenced dataset, although the increase did not happen as dramatically, and the slight uptick in 
error seen here was avoided previously. The best MAE is lower here than the actual dataset, which 
























5.4.1.3 Weekly Difference Dataset  
 
Figure 5.14 – Best One-Week Forecast MAE Found Across 74 Features (Weekly Difference). 
Each model is trained with an iteratively increasing number of ranked features, seen in Figure 5.3, 
for one-week forecasting. The lowest MAE for each model is recorded with the number of features 
next to the model’s name. 
  
We examine the results from our weekly differenced dataset in Figure 5.14. The number 
of features increased when compared to one-day prediction from around 14 to 40+. The best MAE 
score here is 256 by lasso regression, meaning that we see better results than the daily differenced 

















Figure 5.15 – Ridge Regression One-Week Forecast Across 74 Features (Weekly Difference). 
The ridge example shows how the number of features affects the MAE score for one-week 
forecasting in the weekly differenced dataset. 
  
Finally, in Figure 5.15, we see interesting behavior in our ridge regression model. There is 
a minimum value, but the error stays at around the same value. The weekly differenced feature 
selection gives the lowest MAE score for ridge regression out of the one-week feature tests by a 























5.3 One Day Forecasting 
 We display our candidate models' results, having now been trained on the first 883 days 
and then tested on the final 221 days as described in Chapter 3 for one- forecasting. These are the 
results that will be compared against the baseline and future models. The MAE score is expected 
to be worse overall when compared to the previous section. The reason is we are no longer using 
cross-validation to get estimate results over the whole dataset. Results estimated in these ways are 
valid and should be considered, but using a standardized test set will be crucial when comparing 
our results to future chapters.   
 
5.3.1 Actual Forecast – Results for Top 8 
 We show how the top eight predictors do when retraining the model over the training 
dataset and then forecasting over the test set. We will display the best model’s predictions over the 






Figure 5.16 – Stacking Actual One-Day Forecast. MAE of 220 with 25 features  
 
Table 5.2 – One-Day Forecast Actual. The table displays the model, the resulting MAE from the 
final test, the feature test MAE, and the number of features found from the feature test. 
Model Test MAE Feature Test MAE Feature # 
Stacking 220 206 25 
Linear 
Regression 
221 208 3 
Ridge 221 209 3 
Bayesian Ridge 221 209 3 
Extra Trees 231 210 29 
SGD 221 211 3 
Lasso 226 215 16 






 This category’s best performing model is the stacking regressor with an MAE score of 220 
and 25 features. We see in Figure 5.16 that the daily shape is well established, but we fail when 
encountering holidays. The second-best forecaster, seen in Table 5.1, is a simple linear regression 
with an MAE of 221 and three features total. Linear regression provides a similar shape and 
performance to similar linear models. There is no notion of the holiday whatsoever due to reduced 
features.  Ridge regression provides an MAE score of 221 using three features, and the additional 
L2 term provides no improvement. This is still scoring within the baseline but could be better. We 
see the same case with the Bayesian ridge. The four linear models, linear regression, ridge, 
Bayesian ridge, and SGD, performed similarly in both tests deviating by less than one.    
 






In Figure 5.17, the extra trees regressor received only a slightly worse MAE score of 231. 
We begin to see a trend where non-linear models perform better with more features, and the extra 
trees regressor uses 29 features here. While the shape is not as perfectly captured as the linear 
models, we begin to account for the Thanksgiving holiday at the end of the test set. Our model not 
predicting the hurricane day is expected as there is no reason in the data to expect the change. 
Lasso regression receives an MAE score of 226 using only 16 features. Lasso is performing worse 
than the other linear models due to its optimism. Generally, predictions made are higher than they 
should be for ‘slow’ sales days. We see a similar problem in Figure 5.17, using the extra trees 
model. K-Neighbor is our worst-performing model included in this section and is the first model 
to perform below the best-defined baselines.  
 
5.3.2 Daily Differenced Forecast – Results for Top 8 
 We show how the top eight predictors do when retraining the model over the training 
dataset and then forecasting over the test set. Each model will display their predictions over the 
daily differenced results, and we list the accompanying MAE score along with the number of 







Figure 5.18 – Kernel Ridge Daily Differenced One-Day Forecast. MAE of 214 with 72 features. 






Table 5.3 – One-Day Forecast Daily Difference. The table displays the model, the resulting MAE 
from the final test, the feature test MAE, and the number of features found from the feature test. 
Model Test MAE Feature Test MAE Feature # 
Kernel Ridge 214 210 72 
Ridge 216 210 65 
Bayesian Ridge 217 220 62 
Stacking 223 223 41 
Linear 
Regression 
219 225 41 
Lasso 223 230 49 
Extra Trees 253 238 36 
XGB 245 249 67 
 
 This category's best performing model is the kernel ridge regressor with an MAE score of 
214 and 72 features. We see in Figure 5.18 that the daily shape is well established, and we capture 
the shape when encountering holidays. The model does a good job of trending up and down instead 
of relying on predicting average values alone, although the missing hurricane sales day does 
promote pessimism in the predictions for a few days. This result shows how differencing the 
dataset can improve performances by capturing holidays and allowing for more features.  
 Regular ridge without additional support does almost as well as the linear kernel version, 
and the prediction shape is almost identical, with only a slight difference. Holiday predictions are 
accounted for somewhat, but not exactly (i.e., a prediction of 0). Perhaps unsurprisingly, the third-
best performing predictor is the final member of the ridge collection of models, Bayesian ridge, 
with an MAE score of 217 and 62 features. Like all other ridge-based approaches, the shape of 
prediction is adaptive and does well, even with holiday predictions. Ridge approaches make the 





 The stacking technique has performed well, likely because the main predictor is a ridge 
model. Multiple predictors being used reduced the impact of the unexpected hurricane day but also 
make it harder to capture the holiday. This tradeoff keeps stacking within the baseline, but it is not 
the best prediction. 
 Simple linear regression performed slightly better than the stacking predictor. We see a 
very slight improvement when differenced daily over the actual dataset, mostly attributed to better 
handling of holidays due to a largely increased number of features. The lasso predictor is the final 
of the simple linear models. Although this is not the strongest linear model, the results are 
reasonable enough to sit within our baselines. The linear model family has displayed great results 
with the differenced dataset. 
 The forecast using extra trees, seen in Figure 5.19, gives an MAE score of 253 using only 
36 features. This model uses the least number of features out of the top eight predictors, explaining 
why the performance is worse than the baseline. When testing during the feature selection process, 
the performance is slightly better at 238, although this barely sits within our baseline. Our final 
and worst-performing model for the daily differenced dataset in the top eight used the extreme 
gradient boosting algorithm with an MAE score of 245 using 67. Tree-based algorithms have well-







Figure 5.19  – Extra Trees Daily Differenced One-Day Forecast. MAE of 253 with 36 features. 





5.3.3 Weekly Differenced Forecast – Results for Top 8 
Finally, we display the top eight results from the weekly differenced forecast. The best 
predictor from the weekly differenced dataset is voting with 12 features, seen in Figure 5.20. The 
model scored an MAE score of 238, which is just within the baseline. The voting ensemble method 
performed slightly worse than the linear models in the feature selection test but performed the best 
on the test set overall. The holiday is not truly captured, and many predictions are erratic. This is 
the only of our top eight models to perform better than the baseline. All other candidate models 












Table 5.4 – One-Day Forecast Weekly Difference. The table displays the model, the resulting 
MAE from the final test, the feature test MAE, and the number of features found from the feature 
test. 
Model Test MAE Feature Test MAE Feature # 
Linear Regression 
 
245 225 14 
Bayesian Ridge 245 226 14 
Lasso 246 226 14 
Kernel Ridge 245 227 14 
Stacking 242 227 17 
Extra Trees 256 228 71 
Ridge 246 228 14 
Voting 238 229 12 
 
 As seen in Table 5.3, all other models performed worse than the baseline and scored within 
two points of one another, ranging between 245 and 260. Each of these models also used the same 
number of features at 14. The shapes are also all like Figure 5.20, displaying a poor fit in places. 
The Thanksgiving holiday datapoint is captured, although we see poor prediction performance 
preceding and proceeding that instance. Although linear models performed better in the feature 
selection test, the ensemble stacking method performed slightly better with an MAE score of 242 
and using 17 features over this test set. Since our ensemble is made of some linear models, we can 
only do partially better. This test does suggest that multiple models may be a relatively simple 
method of improving performance when differencing the dataset about its seasonality. The final 
model tested over the weekly differenced dataset uses the extra trees algorithm with a poor MAE 
score of 256, even though it uses 71 features. The unexpected close date created an extremely 






5.4 One Week Forecasting 
 Using the same feature testing methods, cross-validation, and analysis as the previous 
section, we now aim to forecast one full week into the future. First, we briefly show the results of 
feature testing on candidate models. Afterward, we show and discuss the results for all three 
datasets when forecasting over a one-week window. In previous sections where we display the 
differenced dataset, we have added back the difference to transform our prediction onto the actual 
dataset. We opt out of that for this section and only display the differenced results. Since the MAE 
mapping is one-to-one, this should not affect the analysis. 
 
5.4.2 Actual Forecast- Results for Top 8 
 
 We begin to discuss the results of one full week of predictions for the actual sales dataset. 
We will determine the MAE score for each discussion, the number of features, and which start day 
of the week gave the best results, and the weekly average MAE and standard deviation of the week. 
Results from the testing are found in Table 5.5. 
The best performing model for one-week forecasting on the actual sales dataset uses the k-
neighbor algorithm to good effect scoring 230 MAE and using 32 features, as shown in Figure 
5.21. This best score was found when predictions began on a Wednesday with a standard deviation 
of 2.25 and a mean of 232 compared to other days. Likely, setting each day as a separate nearest 
neighbor problem allows for good generalization. While we may be optimistic about slow days 
and include no notion of holiday generalization, we have a model that performs slightly better than 






Figure 5.21  – K-Neighbor Actual One-Week Forecast. The best start day MAE of 230 is found 
when starting predictions on Wednesday. A mean MAE of 232 and a standard deviation of 2.25 
are found with 16 features.  
 
Table 5.5 – One-Week Forecast Actual. The table displays the model, MAE from the final test, 
the feature test MAE, the number of features found from the feature test, the best start day, average 
start day MAE, and average standard deviation between start days. 
Model Test MAE Feature Test 
MAE 
Feature # Day Avg. MAE Std. Dev. 
K-Neighbors 230 232 32 Wednesday 232 2.25 
Extra Trees 235 238 62 Thursday 240 3.78 
Stacking 237 241 49 Wednesday 243 4.29 
Kernel Ridge 239 241 69 Thursday 244 3.91 
SGD 240 242 65 Wednesday 249 3.91 
Voting 239 244 69 Saturday 246 6.9 
Bayesian Ridge 242 245 59 Thursday 248 3.15 






 Our extra trees predictor did well with a daily MAE score of 235. We see very similar 
results to the k-neighbors model, including over-predicting slow days and no notion of the 
holidays. The problem is that there is no future consideration when considering seven days from 
one day. Often, models are predicting over holidays without realizing that feature applies to the 
instance. The style of fitting seven days with one instance is proving to be ineffective due to that 
detail. The models need more historical context, and while they can rely on an average shape, they 
pass up ‘freebie’ MAE scores by missing special days. 
The stacking model performed well with an MAE of 237. Compared to one-day 
forecasting, the results are not much worse, and the same problems are found in the forecast shape. 
This is the final model in this section to perform within the baseline. The last ensemble method, 
voting, performed only slightly worse with an MAE score of 239 using many features at 69. 
Kernel ridge performs the best of our traditionally well-performing linear models, as seen 
in Figure 5.22, although we are above our baseline with an MAE of 239 using 69 features. The 
other linear models: kernel ridge, SGD, Bayesian ridge, and lasso, all performed worse than the 
baseline. The start day mattered very little overall and cherry-picking the best only offers a small 
improvement on average. We do not see any clear pattern for the best start day when comparing 






Figure 5.22  – Kernel Ridge Actual One-Week Forecast. The best start day MAE of 239 is found 
when starting predictions on Thursday. A mean MAE of 244 and a standard deviation of 3.91 are 
found with 69 features. 
 
5.4.3 Daily Differenced Forecast – Results for Top 8 
 
 In this section, we display the top eight models from the daily differenced dataset. 
Interestingly, the results are very poor and rarely feature the models which have traditionally done 







Figure 5.23  – Stacked Daily Differenced One-Week Forecast. The best start day MAE of 282 is 
found when starting predictions on Monday. A mean MAE of 289 and a standard deviation of 5.03 
are found with 58 features. 
 
Table 5.6 – One-Week Forecast Daily Difference. The table displays the model, MAE from the 
final test, the feature test MAE, the number of features found from the feature test, the best start 
day, average start day MAE, and average standard deviation between start days. 
Model Test MAE Feature Test 
MAE 
Feature # Day Avg. MAE Std. Dev. 
Stacking 282 285 58 Monday 289 5.03 
Lasso 280 286 57 Monday 287 6.5 
Kernel Ridge 283 287 57 Thursday 289 6.3 
Ridge 283 287 57 Thursday 289 6.56 
SGD 286 287 62 Sunday 291 4.53 
Linear Regression 284 288 38 Thursday 290 6.08 
Bayesian Ridge 287 290 46 Monday 296 7.65 





 The best result in the daily differenced dataset comes from our model implementing the 
stacking method with an MAE score of 282 and using 58 features. We view the stacked result in 
Figure 5.23. Our highest prediction results come when starting on Monday, and the recorded mean 
and standard deviation were 289 and 5.03, respectively, showing little reliance on starting day. 
The results are poor and are performing worse than the naïve use-last-week baseline prediction, 
which was 278. The model did slightly better in this final test than it did in the feature selection 
test, which will be a common theme throughout the rest of this section. The other ensemble method 
considered using our voting algorithm with an MAE score of 288 and 55 features. This is the worst 
that the top eight models performed in this section. Otherwise, the results are very similar to the 
previous ensemble method in poor prediction and lack of holiday context. The reason we see poor 
results is the same as with the actual dataset. Later predictions in the week are missing crucial 
information about the data. The issue is compounded because each day has been linearly separated 
with differencing. There is less correlation in the lookback feature that the actual dataset one-week 
predictions relied on. Lasso is the best performing linear model in the top eight with an MAE of 
280 and 57 features. All the similar linear models, lasso, kernel ridge, ridge, SGD, simple linear 
regression, and Bayesian ridge, performed similar to one another. The weekday start does matter 
somewhat, with a Thursday start being the most common best result. From these tests, alternative 
methods likely need to be considered for one full week of testing. From the positive results found 
in one-day testing on this daily differenced dataset, better results may come from chaining 
regression models for a full week instead of predicting all at once. However, the chaining idea is 






5.4.4 Weekly Differenced Forecast – Results for Top 8 
 
 In this final section, we review the top eight results for a one-week prediction using our 
weekly differenced dataset, and we know from feature testing that the scores should be rather 
close. For each discussion, we will determine the MAE score, the number of features, and which 
start day of the week gave the best results as well as the weekly average MAE and the standard 
deviation of the week. We still see many linear models in the top eight and will consider them in 
Table 5.7.   
 
Figure 5.24  – Lasso Weekly Differenced One-Week Forecast. The best start day MAE of 253 is 
found when starting predictions on Monday. A mean MAE of 256 and a standard deviation of 3.15 






Table 5.7 – One-Week Forecast Weekly Difference. The table displays the model, MAE from the 
final test, the feature test MAE, the number of features found from the feature test, the best start 
day, average start day MAE, and average standard deviation between start days. 
Model Test MAE Feature Test 
MAE 
Feature # Day Avg. MAE Std. Dev. 
Lasso 253 256 55 Monday 
N 
256 3.15 
Elastic-Net 257 258 54 Monday 259 1.49 
Linear SVR 258 260 63 Monday 260 1.93 
Bayesian Ridge 259 260 54 Monday 260 1.2 
SGD 257 261 40 Tuesday 261 2.97 
Ridge 256 261 40 Monday 261 3.07 
Kernel Ridge 257 261 40 Monday 262 3.43 
Stacking 260 262 37 Tuesday 264 2.69 
 
 Lasso is the best performing model in the top eight with an MAE of 253 and 55 features. 
This is just outside of the baseline of 239, which is not a great result but also not unreasonable. 
From Figure 5.24, we see the same issues with these models as the previous sections, so why is 
the MAE better than the other differenced section? The weekly differenced dataset defaults to our 
use-last-week baseline if there is a prediction of no change. So, if these models make even 
somewhat reasonable predictions, we will be within the baseline MAE score of 278, which is 
already better than the daily differenced dataset predictions. The other linear models, kernel ridge, 
ridge, SGD, and Bayesian ridge, all performed worse than lasso but did well enough to make it 
into the top eight. Linear regression did not perform well enough to be included in this section. So 
far, we see that the most common day to start is on Monday, although the standard deviation is 
lower than in previous sections. Duly, our models are not beholden to the start day, especially 





 In Table 5.7, we see the elastic net algorithm make it to the top eight models with an MAE 
of 257 and 54 features for the first time. The best start day was, once again, Monday, with a mean 
weekday start error of 259 and a standard deviation of 1.49. This once again suggests Monday is 
the best start when weekly differencing, although the low deviation show it matters less here than 
in other tests. Unfortunately, the performance is once again worse than our best baselines, and 
there are too many areas that are poorly predicted. Once again, in Table 5.6, we see another 
algorithm that has previously never performed better than linear or ensemble methods, linear SVR. 
The final model discussed is the familiar stacking method with an MAE of  260 and only 37 
features. We see worse results than using the good use-last-week + average baseline, but each 
model has been better than simply using last week’s results as a prediction. No holidays are being 
captured due to the problems outlined in the daily difference dataset section, although the weekly 
differenced dataset is better to set up for these types of predictions and scores around 30 MAE 
better on average. However, the actual results dataset still outperforms the weekly differenced 





Chapter 6: Recurrent Neural Network Models  
 
 
 In this chapter, we focus on methods of deep learning with more complex neural networks. 
We introduced a general neural network structure in Chapter 5, but we shift focus here to recurrent 
network layers designed with time-series in mind, such as RNNs, LSTMs, and GRUs. These layer 
types have been popular since the late ’90s and have been used for financial predictions, music 
synthesis, load forecasting, language processing, and more [61][62][63]. In some cases, we aid the 
recurrent models with convolutional layers as there is some evidence that convolutions can be 
useful for time series by capturing non-linear dependencies [7]. Once our models have been 
defined and sufficiently discussed, we conduct a feature selection process like the one discussed 
in Chapter 5 with a few modifications. The last section will include final training and testing with 
regards to the baselines defined in Chapter 4. 
 
6.1 RNN Layer Model 
 
 Recurrent neural network (RNN) models are the parent framework to our other networks. 
LSTM and GRU neural networks are both specific cases [62] or otherwise modified from the base 
RNN model. The simple RNN model uses a similar feed-forward structure but implements 
additional hidden nodes that connect to previously hidden layers after specific time intervals [64]. 
These context units have their weights adjusted accordingly with backpropagation, getting time-
delayed feedback—Figure 6.1 displays an example structure where output layers provide 






Figure 6.1 – Simple RNN Structure. A dense structure can be assumed where hidden layers and 
output layers feed backward into input layers. The result is that we learn to predict based on 
previous outputs. 
 
 While recurrent models have proven successful in many disciplines, the models struggle to 
store information for long [65], and the model is known to be chaotic [64]. Learning grammar and 
other language techniques have proven to be a task RNNs do well in, although different temporal 
forecasting applications like our own have been studied recently [8]. The instability in simple RNN 
algorithms is known to come from vanishing or exploding gradient problems causing decaying 
error backflow through the network [66]. Recently, authors have been using recurrent layers as a 
method to encode a variable-length sequence as fixed-length vector representations and then 
following layers decode back to the variable-length sequence to some great effect [63]. These 






6.1.1 Layer Structure and Hyper Parameters 
 
 Our base RNN models use the layer structure as defined in Figure 6.2. 
 
1. Dimension Expansion 
2. Simple RNN Layer (Number of nodes is 8, and we return sequences) 
3. Dropout of 0.4 
4. Simple RNN (Number of nodes is 4) 
5. Dropout of 0.4 
6. Dense Layer (1) 
7. Re-Scale for Presentation (XNew=X*100) 
Figure 6.2 – RNN Layer Structure. The implemented RNN structure for all tests.  
 
 We begin dimension expansion to match the RNN implementation requirement. Two RNN 
layers are used, and dropout is added to make the model more robust. Finally, a dense layer 
provides an output for the regression task. Early stopping callback with the patience of 15 stops 
the training process before overfitting. The optimizer used is the SGD algorithm with a learning 
rate of 0.001 and momentum of 0.9, and the loss function uses the Huber loss function to measure 
MAE. The model is trained for a maximum of 120 epochs but finished improving early. A return 
of sequences outputs the hidden state for each input step. The result is a 2D array of features*batch 






6.2 LSTM Layer Model 
 
 The long short-term memory (LSTM) network was developed with the idea of improving 
the RNN’s vanishing/exploding gradient problems in 1997 [67] and is better at storing and 
accessing past information [65]. Some studies have been completed, suggesting that LSTMs 
significantly improve retail sales forecasting [10]. The architecture uses a more appropriate 
gradient-based learning algorithm that enforces a constant error flow through special units instead 
of one that could vanish [62]. A special memory cell is implemented to allow the constant error 
flow that has special multiplicative input/output gates to control the constant flow. Inside the 
memory cell, the relevant information is held that holds context when passing over some current 
timestep. The in-gate decides when to overwrite or keep the information held in the cell, while the 
out-gate determines whether the memory cell should be accessed. The final update gate determines 
whether the information in the cell needs to be updated. Consider Figure 6.3, where the updated 
network structure is shown. The figure assumes a dense connection such that all cells and non-
output layers are fully connected, although we only display a partial connection for easier viewing. 






Figure 6.3 – Example LSTM Layer Structure with Additional Memory Cells. A dense connection 
is expected. The additional memory units allow fine control over how much past information is 











6.2.1 Layer Structure and Hyperparameters 
 The layer structure for our LSTM model is shown in Figure 6.4 with a discussion of some 
hyperparameters following.  
 
1. Dimension Expansion 
2. Convolutional 1D Layer (32 filters, kernel size 5, stride of 1) 
3. Dropout of 0.4 
4. LSTM Layer (Number of nodes is 32, and we return sequences) 
5. Dropout of 0.4 
6. LSTM Layer (Number of nodes is 32) 
7. Dropout of 0.4 
8. Dense Layer (1) 
9. Re-Scale for Presentation (XNew=X*100) 
Figure 6.4 – LSTM Layer Structure. The implemented LSTM structure for all tests.  
 
 We begin dimension expansion to match LSTM implementation requirements, followed 
by a convolutional 1D layer. Two LSTM layers are used, and dropout is added to make the model 
more robust. Finally, a dense layer provides an output for the regression task. Early stopping 
callback with patience of 12 stops the training process before overfitting. The optimizer used is 
the SGD algorithm with a learning rate of 0.001 and momentum of 0.9, and the loss function uses 
the Huber loss function to measure MAE. The model is trained for a maximum of 120 epochs but 





6.3 GRU Layer Models 
 
 The gated recurrent unit (GRU) model is another type of recurrent neural network 
implementing gates to improve the gradient problem. This GRU model was first introduced in 
2014 by Cho et al. as a convolutional recursive neural network with special gating units [68]. The 
usual logistic sigmoid activation function is enhanced with just two gating units. Instead of the 
three gates LSTM implements, GRU models only use an in-gate and an update gate – removing 
the out-gate. The idea is that fewer parameters will make the model easier to train, although the 
gate does not impose any control over the amount of memory content seen by the activation 
function [69]. The memory units that need to capture short-term changes will have reset gates that 
are often active, and long-term context is gained from update gates that are often active. Some 
empirical evaluations between LSTMs and GRUs have shown that they are comparable in some 
situations, although there is no clear best method between them [69]. This makes it worthwhile to 











6.3.1 Layer Structure and Hyperparameters 
 
 We use two separate GRU models for testing purposes. The first is denoted GRU, and the 
layer structure is seen in Figure 6.5. The second contains a convolutional layer as additional 
support and denoted GRU+, seen in Figure 6.6. 
 
1. Dimension Expansion 
2. GRU Layer (Number of nodes is 32, and we return sequences) 
3. Dropout of 0.4 
4. GRU (Number of nodes is 32) 
5. Dropout of 0.4 
6. Dense Layer (1) 
7. Re-Scale for Presentation (XNew=X*100) 
Figure 6.5 – GRU Layer Structure. The implemented GRU structure for all tests.  
 
 We begin dimension expansion to match GRU implementation requirements. Two GRU 
layers are used, and dropout is added to make the model more robust. Finally, a dense layer 
provides an output for the regression task. An early stopping callback with the patience of 4 stops 
the training process before overfitting. The optimizer used is the SGD algorithm with a learning 
rate of 0.001 and momentum of 0.9, and the loss function uses the Huber loss function to measure 
MAE. The model is trained for a maximum of 120 epochs but finished improving early. We 






1. Dimension Expansion 
2. Convolutional 1D Layer (32 filters, kernel size 5, stride of 1) 
3. Dropout of 0.4 
4. GRU Layer (Number of nodes is 32, and we return sequences) 
5. Dropout of 0.4 
6. GRU Layer (Number of nodes is 32) 
7. Dropout of 0.4 
8. Dense Layer (14) 
9. Dense Layer (1) 
10. Re-Scale for Presentation (XNew=X*100) 
Figure 6.6 – GRU+ Layer Structure. The implemented GRU+ structure for all tests.  
 
 We begin dimension expansion to match GRU implementation requirements, followed by 
a convolutional 1D layer. Two GRU layers are used, and dropout is added to make the model more 
robust. Finally, a dense layer provides an output for the regression task. Where an early stopping 
callback with patience of 12 stops the training process before overfitting. The optimizer used is 
the SGD algorithm with a learning rate of 0.001 and momentum of 0.9, and the loss function uses 
the Huber loss function to measure MAE. The model is trained for a maximum of 120 epochs but 






6.4 Model Structure for One-Week Forecasting 
 
 When extending our problem from one-day forecasting to one-week forecasting, we simply 
add enough output nodes in the final dense layer to match the number of expected outputs. In this 
way, we will be expecting a single input instance to provide seven outputs that correspond to each 
day of the week. No other adjustments need to be made to the models themselves to prepare for 
the one-week forecast, so the structures remain as previously defined. 
 
6.5 Feature Selection 
 
 The feature selection process is first repeated mostly as outlined in Chapter 5, although 
there are some differences that need to be stated. Each of our models is trained over the entire 
dataset with some k features where k ranges iteratively from 1 to all features. Instead of using 
cross-validation to verify model accuracy, we maintain a training history that is updated with loss 
and MAE scores after each step of back-propagation. Once the training is completed, we take the 
MAE score from this history as our feature score approximation. It is possible this may lead to 
overfitting and poor estimation of the feature score, but the addition of early stopping callback and 
drop-out layers should help ease that problem enough. We will show the results of feature testing 
for each model, and then all models will move on for final testing and then a comparison with 







6.5.1 One-Day Forecast Feature Selection  
 
 First, we look at one-day feature selection from the actual dataset, the daily differenced 
dataset, and the weekly dataset. There are no candidate models because we will be testing all the 
models over the test set. Therefore, this section’s only goal is to identify the optimal number of 






6.5.1.1 Actual Dataset  
 
Figure 6.7 – Best One-Day Forecast MAE Found Across 73 Features (Actual). Each recurrent 
model is trained with an iteratively increasing number of ranked features, seen in Figure 5.3, for 
one-day forecasting. The lowest MAE for each model is recorded with the number of features next 
to the model’s name. 
 
 When reviewing the best MAE scores gained by our models in Figure 6.7, we see 
similarities to the non-recurrent models. The RNN and GRU+ models both used few features at 2 
and 6. We know the actual dataset features are highly correlated, which makes this possible. When 
examining the MAE, we see that all but the RNN model performed better than the baseline in this 
feature test. LSTM did well by achieving an MAE score of only 181 in this test, but there is a very 
high possibility this result is due to overfitting. While this is a good estimate to define a feature 























Figure 6.8 – All Model One-Day Forecast Found MAE Across 73 Features (Actual). The recurrent 
model example shows how the number of features affects the MAE score for one-day forecasting 
in the actual dataset. 
 
When reviewing Figure 6.8, we see an increase in MAE as the number of features rises. 
Although there are peaks and valleys, we see each model has a small dip than a large rise around 
the 25-30 feature mark. The RNN model performs poorly with any more than three or four features, 

















Actual One-Day Forecast Results Across 73 Features





6.5.1.2 Daily Differenced Dataset   
 
Figure 6.9 – Best One-Day Forecast MAE Found Across 77 Features (Daily Difference). Each 
model is trained with an iteratively increasing number of ranked features, seen in Figure 5.4, for 
one-day forecasting. The lowest MAE for each model is recorded with the number of features next 
to the model’s name. 
  
Although the feature selection on the actual set went well, we immediately see poor results 
when differencing daily in Figure 6.9. In opposition to Chapter 5, we see that the daily differenced 
dataset selects fewer features for our recurrent deep learning models. Our GRU model scored the 
least MAE with a score of 282, approximately 70 points higher than the best performing linear 
model, kernel ridge, in the previous daily differenced feature selection tests. Once again, RNN 
























Figure 6.10 – All Model One-Day Forecast MAE Across 77 Features (Daily Difference). The 
recurrent model example shows how the number of features affects the MAE score for one-day 
forecasting in the daily differenced dataset. 
  
Each of the tested models had only a few places where the MAE score trends downwards, 
as seen in Figure 6.10. The models mostly oculate around some optimal value until the number of 
features reaches 40, which is when all models perform poorly. The sharp up and down ticks are a 
consequence of how features are evaluated. Instead of using some recursive algorithm to see which 
features work best together, we evaluated them individually. It would be helpful to find synergistic 





















Daily Differenced One-Day Forecast Results Across 77 Features





6.5.1.3 Weekly Differenced Dataset  
 
Figure 6.11 – Best One-Day Forecast MAE Found Across 77 Features (Weekly Difference). Each 
model is trained with an iteratively increasing number of ranked features, seen in Figure 5.5, for 
one-day forecasting. The lowest MAE for each model is recorded with the number of features next 
to the model’s name. 
 
 The weekly differenced dataset performs right around our use-last-week-enhanced 
prediction baseline of 239—the best predictor LSTM scores 242, which is worse than the baseline, 
but not by much. Compare the results in Figure 6.11. We already see an improvement in the score 
compared to the previous daily differenced analysis, but these results are still worse than the top 
eight forecasting models analyzed in Chapter 5. Although the weekly differenced dataset did have 
























Figure 6.12 – All Models One-Day Forecast MAE Across 77 Features (Weekly Difference). The 
recurrent model example shows how the number of features affects the MAE score for one-day 
forecasting in the weekly differenced dataset. Results deviate very little as features are added. 
  
Although the minimum values are found with a smaller number of features, the overall plot 
features tell a more complicated story, as seen in Figure 6.12. For the most part, no matter the 
number of features, our deep learning models are scoring right around 250 in the feature test. It is 
possible that additional features may improve results over the test set in the future, but we aim to 
take the number of features with the lowest to keep analysis fair. Since the feature test results are 
middling, it is doubtful that even the optimal number of features would improve beyond the 
baseline as we have seen in Chapter 5 that results tend to be worse in the final test than they are in 



















Weekly Differenced One-Day Forecast Results Across 77 
Features





6.5.2 One-Week Forecast Feature Selection 
 
 As discussed in section 6.4, each of our models will provide seven outputs per input 
instance for one-week predictions. After training over the entire test set, we discuss the optimal 
number of features and analyze the performance. We test all models on each of our datasets, and 






6.5.2.1 Actual Dataset  
 
Figure 6.13 – Best One-Week Forecast MAE Found Across 71 Features (Actual). Each model is 
trained with an iteratively increasing number of ranked features, seen in Figure 5.3, for one-week 
forecasting. The lowest MAE for each model is recorded with the number of features next to the 
model’s name. Many models are showing good results. 
  
We begin with very promising results using the actual dataset, as seen in Figure 6.13. Our 
LSTM model performs with a very low MAE score of 208. There is likely some overfitting, as 
speculated when reviewing the one-day forecasting results, but this score is reasonable when 
comparing to other top-scoring models. Both GRU models performed within baseline ranges, and 
only RNN performed poorly. Each of the deep learning models is using fewer features on average 
























Figure 6.14 – All Model One-Week Forecast MAE Across 71 Features (Actual). The recurrent 
model example shows how the number of features affects the MAE score for one-week forecasting 
in the actual dataset. Training becomes unstable after 25 features. 
  
We see from Figure 6.14 that our models' performance decreased as features are added in 
until around the 25-feature mark. Once the threshold is passed for each model, the MAE score 





















All Model One-Week Forecast Results Across 71 Features 
(Actual)





6.5.2.2 Daily Differenced Dataset  
 
Figure 6.15 – Best MAE Found Across 74 Features (Daily Difference). Each model is trained with 
an iteratively increasing number of ranked features, seen in Figure 5.4, for one-week forecasting. 
The lowest MAE for each model is recorded with the number of features next to the model’s name. 
  
When differencing daily, we see a larger number of features compared to the actual dataset. 
However, the MAE score on all the deep learning methods is very poor, as seen in Figure 6.15. 
The lowest score achieved is by the GRU model with an MAE of 311. It is not entirely surprising 
that the MAE is so low as the daily differenced dataset gave poor results when our deep learning 























Figure 6.16 – All Model One-Week Forecast MAE Across 74 Features (Daily Difference). The 
recurrent model example shows how the number of features affects the MAE score for one-week 
forecasting in the daily differenced dataset. The MAE score never improves below the baselines. 
 
 As seen in Figure 6.16 with the actual dataset, there is a trend downward in MAE score 
until around 35-40 features where there is a sharp uptick, and the results get poor again. That is 






















Daily Differenced One-Week Forecast Results Across 74 
Features





6.5.2.3 Weekly Differenced Dataset  
 
Figure 6.17 – Best One-Week Forecast MAE Found Across 74 Features (Weekly Difference). Each 
model is trained with an iteratively increasing number of ranked features, seen in Figure 5.5, for 
one-week forecasting. The lowest MAE for each model is recorded with the number of features 
next to the model’s name. LSTM is showing promising results. 
 
We see more promising results in our weekly differenced feature set in Figure 6.17. The 
LSTM model performed with a 212 MAE score while using all 74 features, the first time we have 
encountered so many. The GRU models both performed within the baselines and used several 
features like other one-week feature tests. As usual, the RNN model is the worst performing but is 
relatively close to the baseline, still at an MAE of 246. It is expected that these results will be 























Figure 6.18 – All Model One-Week Forecast MAE Across 74 Features (Weekly Difference). The 
recurrent model example shows how the number of features affects the MAE score for one-week 
forecasting in the actual dataset. The  MAE score does decrease with additional features. 
  
When viewing the feature test in Figure 6.18, we see, in stark comparison to the other tests 
in this section, the MAE score decreases for both the GRU+ and LSTM models. RNN acts as 
expected, and GRU makes the traditionally seen increase of MAE after around 30 features. 















Weekly Differenced One-Week Forecast Results Across 74 
Features





6.6 One Day Forecasting 
 Once the optimal number of features has been identified, we may take a step back and 
retrain our model using the previously defined training set. This section will then review each 
model and its performance over the testing set for one-day forecasting. In daily and weekly 
differenced datasets, we will show both differenced and transformed back results.  
 
6.6.1 Actual Forecast 
 We begin by considering our four deep learning models over the actual testing set. In all 
cases, we discuss the forecast’s shape and the MAE score generated by the prediction.  
 





 The RNN model performed poorly by underfitting the dataset and not gaining any real 
prediction context, which is seen in Figure 6.19. As a result, we have an MAE score of 474 using 
two features. These results show how difficult it can be to train recurrent neural networks properly.  
 
Figure 6.20 – LSTM Actual One-Day Forecast. MAE of 220 with 22 features. 
 
 Our LSTM model performed well, as seen in Figure 6.20, with an MAE score of 220 with 
22 features. This is on par with the best performing non-recurrent models. Unfortunately, this adds 
credibility to the claim that the LSTM model was overfitting in the feature selection test when it 
scored 181 MAE.  The model suffers from not capturing holidays as there is no attempt to predict 
for it, and the model could stand to be more optimistic about capturing some of the missing peaks. 






Figure 6.21 – GRU Actual One-Day Forecast. MAE of 230 with 10 features. 
  
The GRU model performed well on the actual dataset by scoring within the baseline at an 
MAE of 230 using only ten features, and the shape is seen in Figure 6.21. Once again, we see 
worse results compared to the feature test, whereas a score of 194 was initially recorded. The 
weekly pattern seen with the LSTM model is here, although we are shifted up some to predict the 







Figure 6.22  – GRU+ Actual One-Day Forecast. MAE of 248 with six features. 
  
Our final method in the section is GRU with convolutional layer support, as seen in Figure 
6.22. In the feature test, we achieved a score within the baseline of 214, although enough error is 
seen here to go beyond that with an MAE score of 248 using six features. The fewer features and 
the extra convolutional layer regularized out predictions somewhat, and the previous GRU error 
of over-predicting busy days is mitigated. Unfortunately, this model does nothing to help with 







6.6.2 Daily Differenced Forecast 
 
 Following the same procedure, we will analyze the results from the daily differenced 
dataset by comparing the shape of the forecast and the MAE score generated by the prediction. We 
show the differenced prediction and the transformed back forecast for easier visualization. Only 
the best performing model will be displayed in a figure for brevity, and all results are seen in Table 
6.1. 
 
Table 6.1 – One-Day Forecast Daily Difference. The table displays the recurrent model, the 
resulting MAE from the final test, the feature test MAE, and the number of features found from 
the feature test. 
Model Test MAE Feature Test MAE Feature # 
RNN 370 340 2 
LSTM 278 297 12 
GRU 294 282 15 












Our RNN model forecasting over the daily differenced dataset shows problems with 
underfitting. The model is predicting the daily difference well enough to earn an MAE score of 
370, about 100 points better than the actual dataset. The number of features is the same at two 
features. The model predicts little change such that we see a close approximation to the use-
yesterday prediction baseline.  
In Figure 6.23, we see a much more reasonable fit with our LSTM model over the previous 
RNN, but we still find a poor MAE score of 278 using 12 features. While there are some over-
optimistic predictions for peak days, a real problem area for this type of prediction is the day after 
no sales. The no-sales days are propagating error forward one day as these models' recurrent nature 
expect the pattern to continue. Sometimes this is positive and allows us to capture trends, but due 
to noise and the way our data is differenced, we get messy results that no-sales days make worse.   
Continuing the trend of results performing worse than the baseline, our GRU model 
receives an MAE score of 294 using 15 features. While the extremely high sales days are captured 
well, the more average-performing days are over-predicted. With a higher MAE of 336 and using 
17 features, our GRU+ model performs very similarly to the regular GRU. The main issue we face 
here is the continued overprediction and slightly more error deriving from the no-sale days. 
Although we saw some of the strongest one-day forecastings with the differenced dataset in 
Chapter 5, the exact opposite occurs with our recurrent models, and the differencing adds more 







6.6.3 Weekly Differenced Forecast 
 
 In the final one-day forecast test of recurrent models, we will analyze the results from the 
weekly differenced dataset by comparing the shape of the forecast and the MAE score generated 
by the prediction. For the best model, we show the differenced prediction and the transformed back 
forecast for easier visualization. The other three models will be discussed without visualization in 
Table 6.2. 
  
Table 6.2 – One-Day Forecast Weekly Difference. The table displays the recurrent model, the 
resulting MAE from the final test, the feature test MAE, and the number of features found from 
the feature test. 
Model Test MAE Feature Test MAE Feature # 
RNN 370 340 2 
LSTM 278 297 12 
GRU 294 282 15 














 The RNN model performs better than usual, with an MAE of 262 using only one feature. 
While the model is very under fitted, the results are still better than the simple use-last-week 
baseline from the lazy forecasting. A prediction of no or small change is equivalent to the simple 
baseline. 
 The LSTM model, seen in Figure 6.24, performed better than the other recurrent models 
with an MAE score of 255 while using seven features. However, the score is worse than the best 
baseline, and our model is still underfitting. This is the least number of features out of any other 
LSTM model studied.  
 Following the other models’ trends on this dataset, both GRU and GRU+ models perform 
similarly. GRU achieved an MAE score of 259 with one feature, and GRU+ scored 260 with five 
features. This weekly differenced dataset has proven difficult for the recurrent models, with none 
of the models performing better than the best baseline, although they can make safe predictions 
for an okay MAE score. 
 
6.7 One Week Forecasting 
 Upon completing the feature test to find the optimal number of features, we test one-week 
forecasting over the extended test set. For each model, we discuss the best start day and the 
corresponding MAE score and feature selection. We also give the mean MAE and standard 
deviation of all start days for comparison. Finally, we then review each model and its performance 
over the testing set for one-week forecasting. In daily and weekly differenced dataset tests, we will 





6.7.1 Actual Forecast 
 We begin by considering our four deep learning models over the actual testing set. In all 
cases, we discuss the forecast’s shape and the MAE score generated by the prediction. 
 
Figure 6.25  – RNN Actual One-Week Forecast. The best start day MAE of 374 is found when 
starting predictions on Monday. A mean MAE of 377 and a standard deviation of 1.78 are found 
with three features. 
 
 As discovered previously, our RNN model continues to underfit with an MAE of 374 and 
three features badly. The poor model’s results are seen in Figure 6.25. The best start day is 
Monday, with a mean MAE of 377 and a standard deviation of 1.78. This is unsurprising as the 






Figure 6.26  – LSTM Actual One-Week Forecast. The best start day MAE of 223 is found when 
starting predictions on Friday. A mean MAE of 233 and a standard deviation of 12.45 are found 
with 23 features. 
  
In Figure 6.26, we analyze the best one-week forecaster we have seen so far with an MAE 
score of 223 and using a respectable 23 features. The mean MAE score recorded is 233 with a 
large standard deviation of 12.45 with a start day of Friday, suggesting this model is dependent on 
which day the prediction begins. This model outscores all considered models up to this point and 
is within the baseline but still could be improved as the feature test suggests an MAE of 208 is 
possible. Due to the same issue contemplated in Chapter 5, we see that holidays are not captured, 






Figure 6.27  – GRU Actual One-Week Forecast. The best start day MAE of 233 is found when 
starting predictions on Sunday. A mean MAE of 273 and a standard deviation of 29.91 are found 
with 19 features. 
  
While the LSTM model performed better than the GRU, we still are within our baseline, 
as seen in Figure 6.27. GRU received an MAE score of 233 using 19 features with a start day of 
Sunday. However, the mean MAE is 273, and a whopping standard deviation of 29.91,  the highest 
seen. The start day is important, although it is interesting that none of the models in this section 
have chosen the same day as a start. This leads us to speculate that the start date is important to 
the model, not that the data is best presented when starting on a certain weekday, as we saw in the 
one-week weekly differenced forecast tests. Overall, the same issues with the LSTM model are 






Figure 6.28 – GRU+  Actual One-Week Forecast. The best start day MAE of 239 is found when 
starting predictions on Tuesday. A mean MAE of 246 and a standard deviation of 6.39 are found 
with 19 features. 
 
 Our final GRU+ model, seen in Figure 6.28, received an MAE score of 239, marginally 
worse than GRU and our baseline, using 19 features and starting on Tuesday. The mean MAE 
overall weekday starts 246 with a standard deviation of 6.39, better than regular GRU. The 






6.7.2 Daily Differenced Forecast 
 In this section, we find abnormal amounts of underfitting. We discuss the best performing 
model in Figure 6.35 and show all other results in Table 6.3. 
 
Figure 6.29  – LSTM Daily Differenced One-Week Forecast. The best start day MAE of 287 is 
found when starting predictions on Monday. A mean MAE of 310 and a standard deviation of 
14.97 are found with 21 features. 
 
 Our LSTM model is the only predictor to make somewhat reasonable predictions, although 
this is still worse than our baselines with an MAE score of 287 using 21 features. The result seen 
in Figure 6.29 has the best start day is Monday, with an average MAE of 310 and a standard 





Table 6.3 – One-Week Forecast Daily Difference. The table displays the model, MAE from the 
final test, the feature test MAE, the number of features found from the feature test, the best start 
day, average start day MAE, and average standard deviation between start days. 




RNN 400 356 10 Tuesday 408 5.81 
LSTM 287 316 21 Monday 310 14.97 
GRU 406 311 37 Tuesday 408 1.11 
GRU+ 405 312 38 Monday 408 2.71 
 
 Each of the models in Table 6.3 displays immense underfitting over the daily differenced 
dataset. Even our best performing LSTM does not give good results. This is not unexpected as 
daily differencing in one-day forecasting gave poor results with our recurrent models. Each of the 
models is essentially forecasting no change in the difference between yesterday and today. The 
result is almost our naïve use-yesterday prediction baseline which is considered a poor result. 
 
6.7.3 Weekly Differenced Forecast 
 
 Once again, we see an extreme amount of underfitting in all recurrent models tested over 
the weekly differenced dataset. While the feature selection test implied results close to the best 
performing baseline, we see forecasts of no change week to week when testing. The simple use-
last-week prediction baseline is inherently better than the use-yesterday baseline with an MAE 
score of 278 so we will see better results than the daily differenced dataset when forecasting no 
change. The feature selection test gave results much better than the baseline, with LSTM scoring 






Figure 6.30  – RNN Weekly Differenced One-Week Forecast. The best start day MAE of 273 is 
found when starting predictions on Monday. A mean MAE of 277 and a standard deviation of 
2.63 are found with 7 features. 
 
Table 6.4 –  One-Week Forecast Weekly Difference. The table displays the model, MAE from 
the final test, the feature test MAE, the number of features found from the feature test, the best 
start day, average start day MAE, and average standard deviation between start days. 




RNN 273 246 7 Tuesday 277 2.63 
LSTM 280 212 74 Monday 283 2.1 
GRU 276 222 11 Monday 280 3.24 







 To consider our recurrent models' general prediction shape over the test dataset, we 
examine Figure 6.30. Each of our models had a fit equivalent to or worse than the RNN model 
seen in the figure. For the metrics of each model, we turn our attention to Table 6.4.  With each 
model forecasting no change or little change in sales, the mean MAE is right around the use-last-
week baseline of 278. The standard deviation is low, which is a good indication that the weekly 
differenced dataset deviates very little among each weekday start. This indicates that the start day 
is important for the model and not entirely the dataset, although Monday does appear to give the 
best results by a slight margin. The weekly differenced dataset has performed consistently above 
the baselines for both one-day and one-week forecasting for both our surveyed models and 









Chapter 7: Temporal Fusion Transformer Model  
 
 
7.1 Temporal Fusion Transformer 
 
 We conclude our survey and testing to look at the powerful temporal fusion transformer 
(TFT) network featured in the year 2020. By the author, TFT is a novel attention-based 
architecture, which combines high-performance multi-horizon forecasting with interpretable 
insights into temporal dynamics [6]. This relatively new network architecture has proven to 
perform well on similar tasks to our own, including oil retail. Our dataset has fewer samples than 
many of the TFT authors' real-world examples, so a major contribution is testing the architecture 
with our dataset. In previous chapters, we have seen problems with our one-week forecast where 
future forecasts do not have enough context for a direct prediction. TFT aims to correct this 
problem with specialized variable selection components and with specialized gating mechanisms 
that allow information flow based on the proper known and unknown features. In part, the model 
uses specialized gating layers to skip over unused components, which makes the model more 
adaptive, while the variable selection layers allow direct temporal context. The TFT architecture 
uses a direct forecasting method where any prediction has access to all available inputs [8] and 
achieves this uniquely by not assuming that all time-varying variables are appropriate to use [6]. 
Variable selection layers ensure relevant input variables are captured for each individual time step. 
Static variables, such as the date or a holiday, are integrated into the network through encoding 
layers to train for temporal dynamics properly. A static covariant encoder integrates information 
from static metadata to be used to include context for variable selection, processing of temporal 





architectures have seen success recently by transforming variable-length inputs into fixed-length 
representation [68]. Short-term dependencies are found with LSTM layers, and long-term 
dependencies are captured with multi-headed self-attention block layers. The final layers are at the 
prediction level and are calculated using Quartile loss [6].  This chapter defines the TFT 
architecture, the specific implementation in our work, considers how the model handles our 
dataset, selects features, complete hyperparameter tuning for each of the datasets, and finally test 
the tuned TFT models over the predefined test sets.  
 
7.1.1  Transformer Model Layer Structure 
 
 Although our transformer models tested in this chapter will have different numbers of 
parameters, hidden layers, attention heads, and so on, each will have the same general layer 
structure. Figure 7.1 displays the general structure where some layers only apply scaling or other 
important processing steps that do not have trainable parameters. We briefly mentioned these 











1. Quantile Loss 
2. Logging Metrics 
3. Input Embeddings 
4. Prescalers 
5. Static Variable Selection 
6. Encoder Variable Selection 
7. Decoder Variable Selection 
8. Static Context Variable Selection 
9. Static Context Initial Hidden LSTM 
10. Static Context Initial Cell LSTM 
11. Static Context Enrichment 
12. LSTM Encoder 
13. LSTM Decoder 
14. Post-LSTM Gate Encoder 
15. Post LSTM Add Norm Encoder 
16. Static Enrichment 
17. Multihead Attention 
18. Post-Attention Gate Norm 
19. Pre-Output Layer Norm 
20. Output Layer 
Figure 7.1 – General TFT Model Structure. We build six TFT models, but all use this same layer 
structure. Many of the layers were described briefly in section 7.1. Some layers are static and have 
no trainable parameters, while the rest will have a variable number of parameters defined by a 







7.2     Changes to the Datasets 
 
 Several issues have been shown to increase the error of our models in previous testing 
environments. One-week forecasting has failed in the past due to a lack of forwarding context 
features that should be known ahead of time, like the date or holidays. Other issues like exploding 
and vanishing gradient also hurt performance [66] when training and testing recurrent neural 
network models. While it has not been a concern previously nor seemed to introduce any 
overfitting, we also need to ensure the training and testing do not overlap in any way. The first 14 
instances of the testing dataset technically include values from the training set in the lookback 
features. We also must add two additional features to aid in the tasks, which are index and group. 
The group feature is necessary for the class implementation to work and identifies different time 
series when analyzed together. An example would be if a franchise has two restaurants, and we 
want to combine the data from both. Then, we would have to groups in one dataset to help pick 
out trends. We only use one sales source and have a univariant problem, so the feature is necessary 
but adds no information to the model.  
 To improve the one-week forecast, we designate features as known and unknown. A known 
feature includes items such as weekly average, date, and day of the week. Any feature that can be 
generated or discovered before the time of forecasting. The only unknown feature we include is 
the target, and this would otherwise only include features that are missing at prediction time, such 
as the sales we are trying to predict. When this is implemented, each sample can then be thought 
of as a subsequence of the full-time series where the implemented class uses the new index feature 
to index the relevant static time variables. Each of these subsequences also includes its own 





designed to pick up time dependencies better, as mentioned by the authors in their introductory 
paper [6]. The layers described previously will draw context from the static variables.    
 To help with overfitting, we aim to define a validation dataset from the testing set. To this 
end, 80 days are removed from the end of the training dataset to be used at a validation training 
set. The first 14 of the 80 days are removed to ensure there is no shared context when looking 
back. The first 14 days will also be removed for the creation of the training set originally and the 
final testing set. To keep the testing set the same size as previous test sets, additional days are 
added to the test from the end of the training set with the understanding that they will be used only 
as part of the lookback parameter. Unfortunately, this causes shrinkage of our datasets, but it is a 
small price to pay for a validation set and a more cleanly separated testing suit. 
 
7.2 Feature Selection 
 
 With the change in our dataset, we lose the ability to consider lookback days as their 
parameters. Instead of having individual features for each day of lookback, we are considering 
each instance as its own subsequence, as mentioned previously. With this change, we no longer 
see the highly correlated sales days as high-scoring features. Let us consider the rank of features 
without the addition of lookback days over each of our datasets. Other than removing these features 
from the ranking process, the P-value is found, as before, by fitting a linear model to the data one 
feature at a time. Afterward, we discuss the difficulty of performing the in-depth grid search for 






7.2.1  Actual Feature Rank 
 
Figure 7.2 – P-Values for Transformer Top Features (Actual). The top 25 features as ranked by 
their p-scores as outlined in section 5.2. With temporal associations built by the model, feature 
selection can be completed without considering lookback days specifically. 
  
We see much of the same as when completing the test in Chapter 5 when reviewing Figure 
7.2. Without the weekdays considered as features, we see which features are truly most important. 
The sales metrics are needed for guidance, the days of the week help adjust expected maximums 
and minimums, and holidays are specially marked to help exactly predict no sales. The new index 























7.2.2 Daily Difference Feature Rank 
 
Figure 7.3 – P-Values for Transformer Top Features (Daily Difference). The top 25 features as 
ranked by their p-scores as outlined in section 5.2. With temporal associations built by the model, 
feature selection can be completed without considering lookback days specifically. 
 
 We see the daily differenced feature test result in Figure 7.3. When dealing with the 
difference between individual days, the weekly averages and statistics are less correlated and 
subsequently less useful. This means we have more room to consider holidays, and the difference 
between P-values is less extreme. We see familiar holidays, Easter, and Thanksgiving, which 

























7.2.3 Weekly Difference Feature Rank 
 
Figure 7.4 – P-Values for Transformer Top Features (Weekly Difference). The top 25 features as 
ranked by their p-scores as outlined in section 5.2. With temporal associations built by the model, 
feature selection can be completed without considering lookback days specifically. 
 
 We see the weekly differenced feature test result in Figure 7.4. As seen back in Chapter 5, 
the weekly differenced dataset does not have any statistics but the average weekly difference to 
correlate with. Even the days of the week are not considered to be an important feature. As such, 
we highly depend on the importance of holiday features. The danger here is that the model will 
only be as good as the consistency of the holidays it relies on, which is not necessarily guaranteed 





















7.2.4 Approximation of Optimal Features 
 Due to our TFT model's complex nature, training time is much longer than our other 
surveyed models and recurrent model. Before a fair comparison is made between TFT models, 
they need to have hyperparameters tunes, a process described in upcoming 7.3. This tuning step 
takes many hours, making the grid search used to collect feature information previously a much 
more difficult task. Fortunately, our TFT model's backbone is an LSTM layer which was studied 
extensively in Chapter 6. To get a good approximation of the number of features needed to make 
an optimal fit, we compare with the results from feature testing our plain LSTM model. The LSTM 
model performed best with somewhere between 10 and 25 features across all datasets, with some 
outliers. The other idea is to implement some cutoff to features below a certain threshold directly. 
Using a threshold to stay within the range of acceptable features, we pick an arbitrary threshold 
value of 1.0. That is, we only retain features with a P-value greater than one. For the actual dataset, 
we keep 17 features. The daily differenced dataset used 13 features. Finally, the weekly differenced 
dataset uses the first 9 features. All three datasets will have access to the full 14 days of lookback 
from previous days, which was not necessarily true previously as the feature was included in the 
selection process. It is not guaranteed that these are exactly the optimal values, but the 
approximation is in line with other LSTM models that performed well. To verify improvement, 
we will train full-featured and fewer feature versions of each dataset to compare the results and 







7.3 Hyperparameter Tuning 
 
 With such complex and large models, using improper hyperparameters will lead to 
underfitting and other poor performances. So, each of our tested models is tuned to find a set of 
hyperparameters that will provide the greatest results. Using the previously defined training and 
validation datasets, we train 200 iterations of each of our six TFT models. Each iteration is trained 
for a maximum of 50 epochs, although trials are pruned when improvement is no longer found 
between epochs or when results are worse than previous trials. Each trial results are saved such 
that any model tuned in this manner can be loaded and tested. Consider Table 7.1 for a full list of 
parameters tuned and the range of tuning values. The parameters and ranges chosen are taken 
directly from the TFT introductory work by Lin et al. [6].  
 
Table 7.1 – Hyperparameter Tuning Ranges. A grid search is completed on learning rate, 
gradient clipping, dropout, hidden size, hidden continuous size, and attention head size to 
determine the best possible parameters.  
Parameter Min Value Max Value 
Learning Rate 0.001 0.1 
Gradient Clip 0.01 1 
Dropout 0.1 0.3 
Hidden Size 8 128 
Hidden Continuous Size 8 128 







 Each of our datasets will have slightly different parameters once tuned, and we display the 
results in tables 7.2, 7.3, 7.4, and 7.5, we outline the results for each parameter for all three datasets 
and all six models for one-day and one-week forecasting. Our values are saved up to 18 significant 
digits, but we cut off after the third decimal place for readability. The hyperparameters found here 
are used for the final training and testing analysis step. 
 
Table 7.2 – Hyperparameter Tuning One-Day Results (Full Feature Set). Shown are the results for 
one-day forecasting from all three datasets using the full feature set. Tuning results using the ranges 
defined in Table 7.1. In addition, the best result’s loss, and the number of trainable parameters are 
included.   
Parameter Actual Daily Difference Weekly Difference 
Learning Rate 0.097 0.084 0.066 
Gradient Clip 0.529 0.044 0.020 
Dropout 0.161 0.145 0.157 
Hidden Size 93 101 22 
Hidden Continuous Size 16 46 14 
Attention Head Size 1 1 4 
Loss 71.84 73.32 90.26 








Table 7.3 – Hyperparameter Tuning One-Day Results (Reduced Feature Set). Shown are the 
results for one-day forecasting from all three datasets using the reduced feature set. Tuning 
results using the ranges defined in Table 7.1. In addition, the best result’s loss, the number of 
features in the reduced set, and the number of trainable parameters are included.   
Parameter Actual Daily Difference Weekly Difference 
Learning Rate 0.099 0.098 0.079 
Gradient Clip 0.193 0.792 0.075 
Dropout 0.105 0.289 0.215 
Hidden Size 123 116 121 
Hidden Continuous Size 122 109 32 
Attention Head Size 3 2 1 
Loss 68.39 78.19 93.22 
# Features 17 13 9 
Trainable Parameters  3.0M 2.1M 968K 
  
 We see from tables 7.2 and 7.3 that we get slightly better loss results from one-day 
forecasting with a reduced feature set. Also, the number of hidden network parameters is much 
larger with the reduced dataset. The tuning result seems like the actual dataset is primed to perform 
better than the other two datasets. In the actual dataset and daily differenced dataset, we see our 
models end up with many millions of training parameters during the fitting process. The weekly 
differenced dataset ends up with 229 thousand and 968 thousand, which is less but still quite a lot 






Table 7.4 – Hyperparameter Tuning One-Week Results (Full Feature Set). Shown are the results 
for one-week forecasting from all three datasets using the full feature set. Tuning results using the 
ranges defined in Table 7.1. In addition, the best result’s loss, and the number of trainable 
parameters are included. 
Parameter Actual Daily Difference Weekly Difference 
Learning Rate 0.098 0.099 0.087 
Gradient Clip 0.651 0.060 0.035 
Dropout 0.151 0.270 0.236 
Hidden Size 119 128 127 
Hidden Continuous Size 9 13 106 
Attention Head Size 2 3 1 
Loss 78.70 100.93 90.41 
Trainable Parameters  1.2M 3.8M 7.9M 
 
Table 7.5 – Hyperparameter Tuning One-Week Results (Reduced Feature Set). Shown are the 
results for one-week forecasting from all three datasets using the reduced feature set. Tuning 
results using the ranges defined in Table 7.1. In addition, the best result’s loss, the number of 
features in the reduced set, and the number of trainable parameters are included.   
Parameter Actual Daily Difference Weekly Difference 
Learning Rate 0.098 0.099 0.093 
Gradient Clip 0.911 0.574 0.173 
Dropout 0.248 0.261 0.217 
Hidden Size 122 123 123 






Attention Head Size 2 4 4 
Loss 67.24 92.68 95.51 
# Features 17 13 9 
Trainable Parameters  3.1M 1.5M 896K 
  
 We see similar results when tuning one-day and one-week forecasting in tables 7.4 and 7.5. 
The enhancements to the dataset seem to be helping as the loss found for the actual dataset is 
around the same for both prediction windows. However, both daily differenced and weekly 
differenced datasets both perform worse when forecasting over one week, at least in the tuning 
process. The number of trainable parameters is mostly the same, but our weekly differenced dataset 
with the full feature set has a huge 8 million parameters that need to be trained.  
 
7.4 One Day Forecasting 
 
 Once the dataset has been created, an appropriate number of features has been selected, 
and hyperparameters have been tuned. We may conduct one final one-day forecast test to see how 
our advanced transformer model compares with our simpler surveyed plain recurrent models. For 







7.4.1 Actual Forecast 
 
Figure 7.5  – Transformer Actual One-Day Forecast. MAE of 222 with all features. 
  
 As seen in Figure 7.5, the first round of transformer forecasting does well with the actual 
dataset and includes all features. The MAE scored is below the baseline at 222. While this is not 
the best MAE score overall for one-day forecasting, this is by far the best a model has done when 
implementing all features. The shape may not be perfect, but there is an exact approximation of 
holidays seen for the first time. The excess of error comes from overfitting behavior causing 
irregular, messy predictions. While the error is within acceptable bounds, there may be individual 






7.4.2 Actual Forecast – Reduced Features 
 
Figure 7.6  – Transformer Less Features Actual One-Day Forecast. MAE of 215 with 17 
features. 
 
 In Figure 7.6, we verify the second actual dataset test on the transformer model with a 
reduced feature set. The transformer achieved a very good MAE score of 215 using 17 features 
plus using the lookback window. The messiness introduced from including too many features has 
been evened out to reflect our average results day-to-day better, and we continue to get exact 
holiday predictions. While we may miss out on some exaggerated sales, such as our busiest days, 
we have a very good approximation of how sales occur over each day. This is the best performing 
one-day forecast using the actual dataset. The reduction in features provided a model good enough 





7.4.3 Daily Differenced Forecast 
 






 As seen in Figure 7.7, the daily differenced dataset predicted with our transformer model 
using the entire dataset does poorly, perhaps as expected, with an MAE of 321. With LSTM layers 
being the backbone of the structure, it makes sense that a very high number of features would 
perform poorly, as Chapter 6 suggested 12 would be the optimal number of features. We see 
chronic over predictions and a rather poor fit of special holidays as the main error sources. It makes 
sense that using all features would give poor results based on what we learned in feature testing 






7.4.4 Daily Differenced Forecast – Reduced Features 
 






 With a reduction in features, we see good improvement over the previous daily differenced 
test. We see the prediction result in Figure 7.8. The model scores an MAE of 272, above our 
baseline but like previous LSTM models. We use 13 features for training plus the lookback 
window of 14 days. Over prediction is still a problem although it is less severe when using a 
smaller feature set. Unfortunately, no-sale days propagate forward one day, causing a spike of 
error commonly seen with the daily differenced dataset. We show results very similar to the base 
LSTM model, which scored an MAE of 278. The additional enhancements from the transformer 






7.4.5 Weekly Differenced Forecast 
 







 The final dataset tested, weekly difference as seen in Figure 7.9, gives a use-last-week 
baseline result when our transformer model is trained using the full feature set. The model is 
extremely underfitted. We received an MAE score of 278, and the predictions are almost using the 
previous week for today’s prediction. This behavior is most dangerous on holidays and other no-
sale days when the no-sale prediction is made in the following week. This follows the underfitting 
behavior seen in other weekly differenced tests. Next, we see if there is any improvement to be 






7.4.6 Weekly Differenced Forecast – Reduced Features 
 






 We view the fewer featured model in Figure 7.10. When reducing the number of features 
down to nine plus the lookback window, we still find under-fitted, poor results. We score an MAE 
of 271 and see similar use-last-week behavior over predicting the test set. Unfortunately, reducing 
the number of features was not enough to stabilize the predictions. The pure LSTM model scored 
slightly better, with a 255 MAE score showing that the additional transformer heads and the 
enhanced lookback window do not contribute too much. 
 
7.5 One Week Forecasting 
 
 Now that one-day forecasting has been completed, and we have a fair idea of how well our 
transformer should perform. With the additional look-forward context described in section 7.2, we 
should overcome some of the previous one-week forecast tests' problems. After completing the 
same dataset creation steps, feature selection, and hyperparameter tuning, we may conduct one 
final one-week forecast test to see how our advanced transformer model compares with our simpler 
surveyed models and our plain recurrent models. We analyze the MAE and feature number as 
usual, and we examine the average MAE and standard deviation between each weekday start. For 







7.5.2 Actual Forecast  
 
Figure 7.11  – Transformer Actual One-Week Forecast. The best MAE of 272 is found when 
starting on Monday. A mean MAE of 273 and a standard deviation of 0.98 are found with all 
features. 
 
 The first one-week forecast using the transformer model with a full feature set provides a 
poor score but is very promising because we see in 7.11 that holidays are being captured. With an 
MAE score of 272, we are above the baselines and look to improve the score further with a better 
feature selection. The best start day is on Saturday with a mean of 273 and a standard deviation of 
0.98, showing quite a stable prediction. Although the prediction is noisy and overly optimistic, this 





7.5.3 Actual Forecast – Reduced Features 
 
Figure 7.12  – Transformer Less Features Actual One-Week Forecast. The best start day MAE of 
216 is found when starting on Tuesday. A mean MAE of 218 and a standard deviation of 1.29 are 
found with 17 features. 
 
 Using only 17 features, we see an increase in performance. As seen in Figure 7.12, the 
prediction shape is what we have seen other top performing models do in one-day testing, except 
we are making a full week of predictions. The MAE score of 216 is the lowest we have seen for 
one-week forecasting tasks. Holidays are exactly recorded as no-sales. The fit is not perfect but, 
this is likely closest to the theoretical baseline for one-week forecasting that we may obtain without 
overfitting on the test set. The best start is on Monday with a mean of 218 and a standard deviation 
of 1.29, displaying a very stable model when considering the start day. Training can be unstable, 





7.5.4 Daily Differenced Forecast  
 
Figure 7.13  – Transformer Daily Differenced One-Week Forecast. The best start day MAE of 
301 is found when starting predictions on Wednesday. A mean MAE of 328 and a standard 
deviation of 9.02 are found with all features. 
 
 When completing testing over the daily differenced dataset, we get an MAE score of 301. 
We examine the prediction shape in Figure 7.13. This is worse than our bare LSTM model and, 
but this test is implementing the entire feature set. The best start day was found on Thursday, with 
a mean of 328 and a standard deviation of 9.02.  The results are poor, but we have seen that the 






7.5.5 Daily Differenced  Forecast – Reduced Features 
 
Figure 7.14  – Transformer Less Features Daily Differenced One-Week Forecast. The best start 
day MAE of 278 is found when starting predictions on Wednesday. A mean MAE of 294 and a 
standard deviation of 7.05 are found with 13 features. 
 
 Not surprisingly, using the reduced number of features is better, with an MAE score of 278 
with 13 features plus the 14-day lookback window. The prediction result is seen in Figure 7.14. 
This is the best one-week prediction seen for the daily differenced dataset, although still outside 
of the baseline. The best prediction day is on Wednesday, with a mean prediction value of 294 and 
a standard deviation of 7.05. This not as good as the base LSTM model, and we see improvement 





7.5.6 Weekly Differenced Forecast  
 
Figure 7.15  – Transformer Weekly Differenced One-Week Forecast. The best start day MAE of 
384 is found when starting predictions on Wednesday. A mean MAE of 389 and a standard 
deviation of 4.91 are found with all features. 
 
 The first weekly differenced test with the full dataset does not provide such an under-fitted 
performance as seen in Chapter 6, but the predictions are often wildly incorrect, causing an MAE 
score of 384. The interesting shape is seen in Figure 7.15.  The best day of prediction is 
Wednesday, with a mean of 389 and a standard deviation of 4.91, showing slightly less stability 
than previous sections. The is the worst performance seen out of any of the weekly differenced 
tests. This is partially the case because an under-fitted model would perform better here than a 





7.5.7 Weekly Differenced Forecast – Reduced Features 
 
Figure 7.16  – Transformer Less Features Weekly Differenced One-Week Forecast. The best start 
day MAE of 252 is found when starting predictions on Sunday. A mean MAE of 264 and a standard 
deviation of 5.99 are found with all features. 
 
 In Figure 7.16, when reducing the feature number to nine plus the 14-day lookback 
window, we see results comparable to the best weekly differenced models from Chapter 5 with an 
MAE score of 252. Although the prediction is not perfect, it is better than some results found with 
the weekly differenced dataset. The best start day is Sunday, with a mean weekday score of 264 
with a standard deviation of 5.99. While the transformer model adds a lot in the form of attention 





results, including the LSTM, which is a major component of our temporal fusion transformer 
model.  
Chapter 8: Conclusions and Discussion 
 
 Restaurant sales data were recorded for about three years and then compiled into 
partitioned datasets as outlined in Chapters 3 and 4. In Chapters 5, 6, and 7, tests have been 
conducted to test the forecasting ability of many surveyed models, recurrent neural networks, and 
an advanced transformer model on these partitions. Sales were forecasted over one-day and one-
week windows to determine which models work in which situations the best. To linearly separate 
the data for better prediction with more features, the sales information has been differenced with 
two lag parameters creating three datasets for testing, the actual sales, daily differenced sales, and 
weekly sales. Feature selection and other optimization techniques were employed to find the best 
possible results for the ultimate purpose of assisting small to medium-sized restaurants with the 
task of more accurately forecasting sales. The testing dataset is a difficult test due to holidays, a 
hurricane day where the restaurant closed, and record-breaking sales days. Find in tables 8.1 
through 8.2 the condensed results for all our test suites to make a direct comparison. In all, there 
will be about 75 tests done for both one-day and one-week models, and we show the top 25 for 







Table 8.1 – Top 25 One-Day Forecast Results. We show the top 25 results for one-day forecasting 
from all tests, ranked from best to worst. The model is identified, the feature test MAE is shown, 
the number of features needed, and the dataset used to achieve the result. 
Model Test MAE Feature Test MAE Feature Number Dataset 
Kernel Ridge 214 210 72 Daily 
TFT Less 215 N/A 17+Window Actual 
Ridge 216 210 65 Daily 
Bayesian Ridge 217 220 62 Daily 
Linear Regression 219 225 41 Daily 
Stack 220 206 25 Actual 
LSTM 220 181 22 Actual 
Linear Regression 221 208 3 Actual 
Ridge 221 209 3 Actual 
Bayesian Ridge 221 209 3 Actual 
SGD 221 211 3 Actual 
TFT 222 N/A 61+Window Actual 
Stack 223 223 41 Daily 
Lasso 223 230 49 Daily 
Lasso 226 215 16 Actual 
GRU 230 194 10 Actual 
Extra Trees 231 210 29 Actual 
Voting 238 229 12 Weekly 
use-last-week-enhanced 239 N/A 2 Any 
Stack 242 227 17 Weekly 
XGB 245 249 67 Daily 
Linear Regression 245 225 14 Weekly 
Bayesian Ridge 245 226 14 Weekly 
Kernel Ridge 245 227 14 Weekly 





 The best model for forecasting one-day into the future, seen in Table 8.1, implements the 
kernel ridge algorithm with a test MAE of 214. The dataset used was the daily differenced dataset. 
This is the best individual MAE score among all models and would be a good way to estimate 
daily sales. Our TFT model with fewer features forecasted over the actual dataset also did very 
well with an MAE of 215. This model better captures special day behaviors but is less adaptive 
since it uses fewer features overall. As data scales and the needs of the business expand, the TFT 
model could become more useful. Adding additional training data from different sales locations is 
easily possible with TFT, and additional data is where we could see further improvement.  
 A surprisingly good result comes from our stacked ensemble model's feature test over the 
actual dataset, where a score of 206 was estimated with the blocked cross-validation. This is the 
lowest found MAE estimate from any other test, other than LSTM feature testing, which is 
confirmed to have been overfitted and thus overoptimistic. The stack model may perform as well 
as the other models tested in the long term. 
 Daily differencing dominates predictions made in this way and consistently achieves scores 
higher than the actual or weekly differenced dataset. Actual dataset models do perform well on 
occasion, with outliers performing better than some daily differenced models. Weekly difference 
models performed more poorly across the board and relied heavily on the ability to predict little 








Table 8.2 – Top 25 One-Week Forecast Results. We show the top 25 results for one-week 
forecasting from all tests, ranked from best to worst. We show the model, the feature test MAE, 
the number of features, and the dataset used. One-week forecasting metrics like the best start day, 





MAE Feature # Datatype Weekday Mean Std. Dev. 
TFT Less 219 N/A 17+Window Actual Monday 220 0.95 
LSTM 223 208 24 Actual Friday 233 12.45 
K Neighbors 230 232 32 Actual Wednesday 232 2.26 
GRU 233 216 19 Actual Sunday 273 29.91 
Extra Trees 235 238 62 Actual Thursday 240 3.78 
Stack 237 241 49 Actual Wednesday 243 4.29 
use last week 
enhanced 239 N/A 2 Any N/A N/A N/A 
Kernel Ridge 239 241 69 Actual Thursday 244 3.92 
Voting 239 244 69 Actual Saturday 246 6.90 
GRU+ 239 216 20 Actual Tuesday 246.8 6.39 
SGD 240 242 65 Actual Wednesday 249 3.92 
Bayesian Ridge 242 245 59 Actual Thursday 248 3.15 
Lasso 243 246 60 Actual Friday 248 2.75 
Lasso 253 256 55 Weekly Monday 256 3.15 
Ridge 256 261 40 Weekly Monday 261 3.07 
Elastic Net 257 258 54 Weekly Monday 259 1.49 
SGD 257 261 40 Weekly Tuesday 261 2.97 
Kernel Ridge 257 261 40 Weekly Monday 262 3.43 
Linear SVR 258 260 63 Weekly Monday 260 1.93 
Bayesian Ridge 259 260 54 Weekly Monday 260 1.2 
Stack 260 262 37 Weekly Tuesday 264 2.69 
TFT Less 271 N/A 13+Window Daily Friday 274 6.38 
RNN 273 246 7 Weekly Tuesday 277 2.63 
TFT Less 275 N/A 9+Window Weekly Monday 278 3.35 





 When reviewing Table 8.2, the best forecaster over one-week is the TFT model with an 
MAE of  219 with the actual sales dataset. This is the best MAE score among other one-week 
forecasters. The reduced feature size includes only the statistical information and high-importance 
holidays. TFT is performing better for two main reasons. The model’s hyperparameters are tuned 
very well, and the enhanced window looking forward adds feature context across the time series. 
The next best performance was the LSTM model, which did a similar job to the TFT model in 
predicting a good general weekly shape. Where the LSTM model failed was a lack of holiday 
abstraction in contrast to the TFT model.  
 The daily and weekly differenced datasets both performed very below average in the full 
week forecasting tests. Since we linearly separate the instances with differencing, the lack of a 
good foresight window when predicting future days really hurts models trained on these datasets. 
The weekly differenced dataset performed the worst in one-day forecasting but showed better 
results over one-week forecasting. The reason is that over the dataset if no change is predicted at 
all, the results will be the same as the reasonable use-last-week baseline score of 278. Therefore, 
the one-week forecasts can always predict small amounts of change to stay within this bound. It is 
possible that a more advanced data windowing such as with the TFT model would give better 
results. 
 It is recommended to use the TFT model when predicting over the one-week period as the 
holiday exactness is not seen in other models. The low standard deviation suggests the model does 
not heavily rely on the starting day to make high-scoring predictions. As described previously, this 
is the method that would likely scale the best as well. While official results cannot state that kernel 





allowing TFT to perform so well would improve the one-week forecast MAE to be much closer to 
the original one-day prediction. The same idea can be brought up for all the poor one-week results. 
Even with the previous 14 days of targets, a single instance just does not give enough context to 
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